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Abstract 
This thesis describes the results of a Master Thesis conducted at an international logistics service provider. 

The company handles shipping, inventory management, warehousing, cross docking, transportation, 

packaging and security functions. When submitting a declaration, every product must have a 

corresponding and correct Harmonized System code (HS code). The company experiences too many 

incorrect classifications of HS codes from clients in the classification process, which disturbs the logistic 

process of the company.    

This master thesis aims to reduce the number of incorrect HS classifications by providing a guideline for 

the client in the form of an automated HS classification tool. In this master thesis the tool will be designed 

and specified and will help the client with the classification process of HS codes. The design of the tool 

must capture how the tool can be described; what the specification of the tool are; and if we can 

implement data text mining based on artificial intelligence in order to provide better results from the tool. 

The tool will also be validated in order to determine the success of the implementation.  
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Executive Summary 
Company X is a logistics provider based in the Netherlands focusing on e-HUB Handling, Customs 

Clearance, B2B2C, B2C and Last Mile Delivery. Each week, over 170 trucks leave Company X’s e-HUB 

loaded with parcels for UPS, DPD, DHL and other courier and postal partners. As a tech-driven company, 

Company X believes that the solution to most problems lies in technology, big data and sophisticated 

analytics. In the e-commerce sector, supported by advanced technology, growing demand and 

advantageous policy, cross-border-e-commerce is booming globally (F. Ding, Hou, & Campos, 2017). 

Despite globalization, cross-border e-commerce remains a challenge for many players in this sector, 

essentially due to EU strict rules and heavy regulations. By designing an automated classification tool 

which their clients can use for classifying e-commerce products with the corresponding HS codes Company 

X tries to overcome one of those challenges.   

The problem definition is that Company X experiences too many incorrect classifications of HS codes from 

clients in the classification process. In order to reduce the number of incorrect HS classification by 

providing a guideline for the clients, a design of an automated HS classification tool for clients must be 

specified. This tool will help clients with the classification process of HS codes. This design must capture 

how the tool can be described; what the specifications of the tool are; what the link is between the tool 

and text data mining; what the accuracy of the tool is/should be; what the success of the implementation 

is. Based on the problem statement and definition this chapter shows which research questions will be 

answered during this thesis. The research question is defined for this thesis is the following: 

How to define and specify an automated classification tool for clients for e-commerce products and their 

HS code? 

In chapter 2 I will give an overview of the currently published literature on the subject. This literature 

review is the basis for the rest of the master thesis, and specific parts in this thesis will be linked back to 

the underlying theories. In chapter 3 I will describe the analysis and the diagnosis of the problem. This will 

include an overview of the general HS classification process, an analysis of the current classification 

process, and a section where I will describe the classification procedure and the existing rules. In chapter 

4 the data analysis is done, I will identify and analyze the current risks, to get a bigger overview of the 

underlying problem. In chapter 5 I will present the solution design. This solution design will include all the 

specifications of the classification tool and an overview of how the tool will look like. In chapters 6 the 

tool is implemented and in chapter 7 the tool is evaluated and validated. This is done by testing and 
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validating the results of the automated classification tool and comparing outcomes of the tool and the 

validation phase. Chapter 8 contains the conclusion and provides future research possibilities.   

We split the diagnosis and analysis process into distinct steps. In the diagnosis, the problem and context 

were described, where in the analyses the causes and consequences were analyzed. First the general 

process regarding HS classification is explained, and a description of the current classification process is 

given, identifying its current flaws and mistakes. From these flaws and mistakes, several risk categories 

were identified, and we identified the automated classification process generally a heterogenous process.  

In chapter 5 the solution design of the tool is specified. In this chapter the focus shifts towards designing 

a solution to the problem. In order words designing and specifying an automated HS classification tool for 

clients use. First a method for verification of categories is presented. After this the hierarchical taxonomy 

is explained. In section 5.3 the 3 development steps are described. The process is approached from a client 

perspective. The client must to select one of the main 25 categories. When they select a category, several 

subcategories, accompanied to the main category, appear. The client cascades down until they found their 

product with corresponding HS code. 

After the tool is specified, the link between an automated classification tool and the use of text data 

mining is investigated. For future use, the tool should be based on artificial intelligence and machine-

based learning. In this master thesis this implementation is examined and elaborated. The last step is 

building a tool using specialized domain knowledge and artificial intelligence technologies. Those 

technologies include natural language processing and information retrieval. The reason to include artificial 

intelligence lays in the fact that artificial intelligence and machine learning in supply chain technology has 

become a hot topic in the last years (Banker, 2017). An algorithm based on machine learning that solves 

the task of categorization must develop a deep understanding for what the product is. After this, the 

algorithm must determine with taxonomy is most appropriate. However, as already mentioned, the 

inhouse knowledge is not adequate to implement this. The 3rd development step is designed and 

specified and can be implemented in the future. So, text datamining can be used for the automated 

classification process. However, bad product descriptions will have influence on the quality of the data 

and so on the quality of the tool. Therefore, either the client can only fill out pre-approved product 

descriptions, but this also has to get implemented in the tool, or the historical data has to be reverified, 

where bad product descriptions will be rewritten, and clients will be pushed in order to write better 

product descriptions, which can be used for the machine based learning / text data mining 
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Validation of the tool is both done internally by employees, as externally by clients. The validation of the 

categories was mainly done by analyzing categorization from Amazon, eBay and other e-commerce 

retailers. After this analysis, a selection, based on employee experience and historical data, of the 

categories was made. These categories are also validated when validating the HS classification tool. The 

validation is based on historical data form customs correction with correct HS codes and based on data 

from the verification process carried out in the company. The validation was done in two distinct steps, 

one based on custom corrections, and a time-based validation. After validating the tool, we concluded 

that the tool might be timesaving for an employee when verifying HS codes. Instead of doing research 

themselves, employees can use the tool to verify HS codes. If all HS codes in the tool are correct, the HS 

code verification will also be more congruent. We also concluded that the tool can help clients identify 

the correct HS code.  

To conclude, we summarize the main benefits from the tool. At first, it should simplify administrative 

processes for employees. The tool can be adjusted by employees in order to respond on changes in the 

cross-border e-commerce environment. It also creates more congruency among HS code verification. It 

should help clients selecting the correct HS code, reducing the issue of choosing wrong HS codes or codes 

with lower duty values. The process can also be used in order to show customs that the company is taking 

the HS code verification and validation serious, which might lead to less custom controls, and so less 

delays and fines (Ta, Jonai, Mokhtar, & Peterson, 2009).  
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1. Introduction 
E-commerce is the activity of buying or selling of products on online services or over the Internet (Kim & 

Peterson, 2017). On the classic field of e-commerce two different directions can be distinguished. On the 

one hand the Business-to-consumer (B2C) and the other hand the Business-to-business (B2B). In B2C, 

there is an exchange of products or services from a company (business) to consumer. In B2B, this exchange 

takes place between two businesses.  Cross-border e-commerce is defined as purchasing from the website 

of an online shop situated in another country and jurisdiction (Spierings & van der Velde, 2008). Company 

X is a logistic service provider dealing with cross-border e-commerce. They are adapting to an ever-

changing e-retailing ecosystem and can be seen as a Business-to-Business-to-Consumer (B2B2C) operator. 

B2B2C is an emerging e-commerce model that combines B2B and B2C for a complete product or service 

transaction. Company X deals with the process of directing delivery of a product to the last mile delivery 

service provider.  

A logistics service provider is a company that provides management over the flow of goods between 

points of origin to end-use destination. The logistics service provider will often handle shipping, inventory 

management, warehousing, cross docking, transportation, packaging and security functions (Aghazadeh, 

2003). In figure 1, the supply chain an e-commerce good is provided. Company X also includes Last Mile 

Delivery; therefore, distribution is also a part of their business. The strategic logistic resources a logistic 

service providers must control are physical resources, information resources, human resources, 

knowledge resources, and relations resources (Yew Wong & Karia, 2010).   

 

Figure 1. Supply Chain with Logistics Service Provider 

As a logistics service provider, operating in the cross-border e-commerce sector, close cooperation with 

customs is required. Customs is the official department that administers and collects the duties levied by 

governments on imported goods. It is the Government Service which is responsible for the administration 

of Customs law and the collection of duties and taxes. In order to smooth the process of administration 

and collection of duties and taxes, logistic service providers are required to classify all in and outgoing 

goods. This classification process is covered by an internationally standardized system of names and 

number known as the Harmonized System (HS). HS came into effect in 1988 and has since been developed 

and maintained by the World Customs Organization (“World Customs Organization,” n.d.).  

As will be elaborated further in this master thesis, the correct classifying of goods is still challenging for 

businesses in the cross-border e-commerce (Brigstock, 2017). The company experiences too many 

incorrect classifications of HS codes from clients in the classification process. To try to reduce these 

incorrect classifications by clients, defining an automated classification tool assigning the corresponding 

HS code to products is the objective of this thesis.  
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1.1. Problem statement 
Company X is a logistics provider based in the Netherlands focusing on e-HUB Handling, Customs 

Clearance, B2B2C, B2C and Last Mile Delivery. Each week, over 170 trucks leave Company X’s e-HUB 

loaded with parcels for UPS, DPD, DHL and other courier and postal partners. As a tech-driven company, 

Company X believes that the solution to most problems lies in technology, big data and sophisticated 

analytics. In the e-commerce sector, supported by advanced technology, growing demand and 

advantageous policy, cross-border-e-commerce is booming globally (F. Ding, Hou, & Campos, 2017). 

Despite globalization, cross-border e-commerce remains a challenge for many players in this sector, 

essentially due to EU strict rules and heavy regulations. By designing an automated classification tool 

which their clients can use for classifying e-commerce products with the corresponding HS codes Company 

X tries to overcome one of those challenges.   

1.1.1. Problem Definition 
The problem definition is that Company X experiences too many incorrect classifications of HS codes from 

clients in the classification process. In order to reduce the number of incorrect HS classification by 

providing a guideline for the clients, a design of an automated HS classification tool for clients must be 

specified. This tool will help clients with the classification process of HS codes. This design must capture 

how the tool can be described; what the specifications of the tool are; what the link is between the tool 

and text data mining; what the accuracy of the tool is/should be; and what the success of the 

implementation is. 

1.1.2. Importance of Classification 
Classification is important both because of law regulations and of financial matters. Every product has its 

own unique tariff classification or HS code. The HS Code will determine the percent of duty payable on 

import and it is therefore essential that declarations are accurate and compliant (World Customs 

Organization). In order to ensure a correct customs declaration, it is essential that all goods are correctly 

classified, containing the correct HS code. Correct classification can expedite the custom clearance process 

by avoiding unnecessary non-compliance which can cause shipment delays, increased number of 

inspections, fine, and other administrative penalties (Ding, Fan, & Chen, 2015). Over 98 percent of the 

merchandise in international trade is classified in terms of the HS (“World Customs Organization,” n.d.). 

The HS contributes to the harmonization of Customs and trade procedures, and the non-documentary 

trade data interchange in connection with such procedures, thus reducing the costs related to 

international trade (Meral, 2018).  

1.1.3. Problems of Classification 
Correct product classification and corresponding HS codes is still challenging for businesses in the cross-

border e-commerce (Brigstock, 2017). Company X also faces issues with correct product classification and 

the corresponding HS codes by their clients. The HS code will determine the percentages of duty payable 

on import and it is therefore essential that declarations are accurate and compliant. Furthermore, HS code 

is used to identify goods that are to be cleared through customs in countries around the world. HS code 

and its classification is both for the government and for importers and exporters important and required 

(“World Customs Organization,” n.d.).  Internal analyzes based on data from custom corrections, shows 

that on some occasions 80 percentages of the incoming goods are not being properly classified, containing 

incorrect HS codes. Company x wants HS classification with satisfactory accuracy. However, this is rather 

challenging to achieve. There are several factors that makes this satisfactory accuracy rather challenging. 
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In this master thesis several of these factors are further explored and a plan is made to overcome these 

challenges. Several factors are: HS Complexity, gaps in terminology, the evolving nature of HS-code, 

reliance on third parties, lack of availability of classification tools and improper tools, and lack of oversight. 

Especially the factors evolving nature, and lack of availability of classification tools and improper tools are 

further elaborated and discussed in this master thesis.  

HS codes are being updated and changed to allow for new product innovations and technology. The 6-

digit HS codes are revised every five years, whereas national HS codes changes more frequently, 

sometimes several times a year. This requires a classification system to be robust and adaptable to 

continuously changing goods descriptions.  

In addition to the lack of availability of proper classification tools, another important factor in the chronic 

misclassification of goods is the pervasive use of keyword-based search tools. These tools, which are used 

heavily by importers and brokers alike, are typically integrated into HS reference and global trade 

management/customs compliance systems. They function by searching indiscriminately for exact or 

partial term matches without regard for context or hierarchical structure, and normally present a long list 

of potential, mostly irrelevant and often erroneous HS classification candidates (Kappler, 2011). In order 

to tackle this problem, research can be done into an automated tool and its links to text data mining 

1.1.4. Classification Process 
HS Classification is the process of finding the most specific description in the harmonized system (HS) for 

the goods to be classified. The process of assigning HS codes to products in the e-commerce is known as 

‘HS classification’. All products can be classified in the HS by using the ‘General Rules for the Interpretation 

of the Harmonized System (GRI).  For government, correct classification is required for three main 

purposes: 1. Calculation of duties, taxes and fees. 2. Determination of permits, license and certificates 

required. 3. Collection of trade statistics (Asakura, 1988). The classification process depends on various 

factors – full and complete description of the goods, the component materials, and the goods’ principal 

use. These are basic important factors that determine the correct HS code for a product. To structure and 

manage products effectively, logistics service providers often organize items into a taxonomy of fine-

grained categories. Logistic service provides wants to overcome the problem of having to arbitrate long 

list of mostly irrelevant and often incorrect potential matches. They want to provide the ability to 

understand everyday product descriptions and link them to their one correct HS code.   

1.1.5. Classification Tool  
By integration their own classification tool for e-commerce products linking the correct HS code, Company 

X wants to reduce the number of incorrect classifications of clients. Company x has a lot of data, and they 

need a specification for a classification tool in order to use this data to reduce the incorrect HS 

classifications of clients.  Besides, this tool should be monitored in such a way that the tool is time saving 

and easy manageable. It should consider the fact that in the e-commerce some categories/attributes are 

less important than others, and some of the products can only be made of several materials, so providing 

ramifications and constriction for certain products. The tool is specifically based on clients use. This means 

that the tool is based on tackling the HS classification problem in the beginning of the chain, when clients 

submit their e-commerce declaration providing the HS code.   
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1.2. Research Questions 
Based on the problem statement and definition this chapter shows which research questions will be 

answered during this thesis. The research question to drive this thesis is: 

How to define and specify an automated classification tool for clients for e-commerce products and their 

HS code? 

In order to define a classification tool that identifies a corresponding HS code for-ecommerce products, 

several in-depth analyses and data modifying must be done. Looking at the current status and the issues 

that occur and looking at the changing factors in the e-commerce in the future.  Furthermore, the tool 

should be easy to use and time saving. The research question is a design problem, whereby all steps in a 

design cycle are completed. During this design cycle, several sub questions will accompany the research 

question.  

1. How can the automated classification process be described and what are the criteria for a 

successful HS classification process? 

After the description of the process of the automated tool, the specifications for the tool are determined. 

In order to do so the following sub question, accompanied with other questions are formulated: 

2. How can you determine and specify an automated classification tool?  

After the tool is specified, the link between an automated classification tool and the use of text data 

mining is investigated. To investigate the use of this link when designing an automated tool, the following 

sub question will be answered during this thesis: 

3. Can we design and specify an automated HS classification tool based on artificial intelligence, and 

how feasible is this solution?  

After implementing the prototype of the tool, the tool and its designed specifications must be checked 

and verified. For verification and control of the tool, the following sub question is answered:   

4. How can we validate the classification tool in order to determine the success of the 

implementation? 
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1.3. Research Methodology 
This master thesis is based on a design cycle. This design cycle, for this master thesis project also seen as 

the problem solving cycle, is utilized to produce knowledge to solve field problems. The problem solving 

cycle is dirven by the needs arisign when a company has a business problen (van Aken, Berends, & van 

der Bij, 2012). In general, companies face a problem mess fo interrelated problems. To formulate a clear 

business problem, this problem mess has to be identified and structured. This structuring process is the 

first step of the oroblem soving cycle, resultign in a problem definition.  

The cycle starts with the analyses of the problem, from which a problem definition is formulated. The 

problem definition that Company X has too many misclassifications of HS codes during their classification 

process. In the Analysis & Diagnosis step, this problem is analyzed and further explored. Also, the current 

data is examined, and other important factors are diagnosed.  In the next step, the solution design step, 

a plan is made on how to modify and gather missing data. Afterwards, an initial design of the automated 

classification tool is made. This design of the classification tool already considers several specifications 

that the tool must satisfy. After designing the automated classification tool, it is developed. In this 

development phase, the automated classification process is described. The next phase is the 

implementing of the tool. This also includes converting the data to be useful for the tool, and the gathering 

of the still missing data. After implementing, the tool is monitored and evaluated. In this evaluation phase, 

the accuracy of the tool is identified and validated.  

The problem solving cycle is driven by the needs arisign when a compnay has a business problem.  A 

design-oriented methododology is best suited for business problems with a significant technical-economic 

component, while having limited political and cultural components. A design-oriented approach needs 

sufficient data in order to make rational decisions on the solution and its realization. For a design 

approach, one should be able to make a valid model of the futur business sytem, and one should be able 

to say something on its expected performance.  

The following deliverables can be expected during the steps of a problem solving cycle. 

- A problem definition; 

- A problem analysis and a diagnosis of the major causes and consequences of the problem; 

- An exploration of potential solutions for the problem 

- An elaboration of one of them in a detailed solution design and a change plan 

- An intangible deliverable relating to organizational support for the solution and change plan 

In figure 2 this design cycle for this Master Thesis is shown. This design cycle follows the following steps.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Problem-solving Cycle 
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1.4. Thesis Outline 
In chapter 2, I give an overview of the currently published literature on the subject. This literature review 

is the basis for the rest of the master thesis, and specific parts in this thesis are linked back to the 

underlying theory. In chapter 3, I describe the analysis and the diagnosis of the problem. This will include 

an overview of the general HS classification process, an analysis of the current classification process, and 

a section in where I describe the classification procedure and the existing rules. In chapter 4 the data 

analysis is done, I will identify and analyze the current risks, to get a bigger overview of the underlying 

problem. In chapter 5 I will present the solution design. This solution design will include all the 

specifications of the classification tool and an overview of how the tool will look like. In chapters 6 the 

tool is implemented and in chapter 7 the tool is evaluated and improved. This is done by testing and 

validating the results of the automated classification tool and comparing the three different phases of the 

tool. Chapter 8 contains the conclusion and provides future research possibilities.   
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2. Literature Review 
In this section, the scientific relevance of this master thesis is substantiated. This section gives a summary 

on the published literature in the field of cross-border e-commerce, focusing mainly on HS-classification 

of goods, which is used as basis for this master thesis project.  

Companies in the cross-border e-commerce are facing HS classification issues and the need of an 

automated classification tool is justified. This literature study will provide an overview of the published 

literature in general cross-border e-commerce and logistics service providers. After the general overview, 

it will dive deeper into published literature on HS classification, and categorization of goods.  

2.1. Cross border e-commerce and Logistics 
E-commerce is the activity of buying or selling of products on online services or over the Internet (Kim & 

Peterson, 2017). On the classic field of e-commerce two different directions can be distinguished. On the 

one hand the Business-to-consumer (B2C) and the other hand the Business-to-business (B2B). In B2C, 

there is an exchange of products or services from a company (business) to consumer. In B2B, this exchange 

takes place between two businesses. 

A logistics service provider is a company that provides management over the flow of goods between 

points of origin to end-use destination. The logistics service provider will often handle shipping, inventory 

management, warehousing, cross docking, transportation, packaging and security functions (Aghazadeh, 

2003). In figure 3, the supply chain an e-commerce good is provided. Company X also includes Last Mile 

Delivery; therefore, distribution is also a part of their business. The strategic logistic resources a logistic 

service providers must control are physical resources, information resources, human resources, 

knowledge resources, and relations resources (Yew Wong & Karia, 2010).   

 

 

Looking at the futures of e-commerce, digital fitness is becoming a must for every logistics 

company.(Tipping & Kauschke, 2016). According to Zoller (2017), there are several trends that will shape 

the landscape of the e-commerce sector over the next five to 10 years. Those trends deal with the 

question how the e-commerce value chain will evolve, and what kind of impact this will have for logistic 

service providers. Most important aspects Zoller (2017) identifies are the rise of machine-to-machine 

Figure 3. Supply Chain with Logistics Service Provider 
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connections, making e-commerce more efficient and effective, the rise of mobile applications, and the 

harnessing of big data and information sharing.  

2.2. Harmonized System and HS classifications 
The Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System, generally referred to as "Harmonized 

System" or "HS", is a multipurpose international product nomenclature developed by the World Customs 

Organization (WCO). It comprises about 5,000 commodity groups, each identified by a six-digit code, 

arranged in a legal and logical structure and is supported by well-defined rules to achieve uniform 

classification. The system is used by more than 177 countries and economies as a basis for their Customs 

tariffs and for the collection of international trade statistics. Over 98% of the products in international 

trade is classified in terms of the HS (“World Customs Organization,” n.d.). The HS contributes to the 

harmonization of Customs and trade procedures, and the non-documentary trade data interchange in 

connection with such procedures, reducing the costs related to international trade (Meral, 2018). The 

process of assigning HS codes to products in the e-commerce is known as ‘HS classification’. All products 

can be classified in the HS by using the ‘General Rules for the Interpretation of the Harmonized System 

(GRI). HS codes can be determined by a variety of factors including a product’s composition, its form, its 

weight and its function. The HS codes are organized logically by economic activity or component material. 

HS sections and chapters are arranged in terms of its technological complexity, or in order of a product’s 

degree of manufacture (“World Customs Organization,” n.d.). The classification process is a specialized 

discipline and can be performed by classification experts. Classification experts can take away the risks of 

misclassification but are money expensive.  

Until now, HS classification was one of the most difficult tasks in international trade. Incomplete levying 

of VAT and import duty on inbound shipments into the European Union is estimated to cause a loss of 

European sector income of up to €1.3 billion per year (Basalisco, Wahl, & Okholm, 2016). Furthermore, 

HS classification remains a manual and time-consuming process, requiring deep domain expertise and 

years of experience (Kappler, 2016). 

There are several reasons why, even though it remains a manual and time-consuming process, HS 

classification is still important. For companies, correct classification can expedite the custom clearance 

process by avoiding unnecessary non-compliance which can cause shipment delays, increased number of 

inspections, fines, and other administrative penalties (Ding et al., 2015). 

It has been shown in the past that it is rather challenging to achieve HS classification with satisfactory 

accuracy. The challenge in classifying new goods is a technical issue in terms of assigning the correct and 
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proper provisions of classifications to goods. The scale of the classification problem on e-commerce web 

sites requires algorithms capable of processing huge volume of data in reasonable time, capable of 

handling large number of classes and also capable of making fast real-time predictions (Shen, Ruvini, 

Mukherjee, & Sundaresan, 2012). Besides that, the challenge in classifying (new) goods is a technical issue, 

it is also a commercial and financial issue for businesses because the classification of new products carries 

a financial impact in terms of landed cost and whether the goods are subject to any tariff measures.  

If we dive deeper in the analysis of the technical, commercial and financial issues companies experience 

when classifying goods, several factors can be pinpointed creating the most difficulties. Summing-up, 

these difficulties are mainly due to several factors: HS Complexity, gaps in terminology, the constantly 

change of HS-codes, reliance on third parties, lack of availability of classification tools and improper tools, 

and lack of oversight. 

HS classification is a manual and time-consuming process, and it requires expertise. Company X 

encounters an increase in custom inspections, mainly due to the increase in misclassifications. With the 

introduction of an automated classification tool, most problems that occur with HS classifications can be 

solved.  The remaining problems can be further investigated, and a risk-analysis can be created. 

HS code has been research for the last years. In the literature, researchers are generally convinced that 

there are many advantages of optimization when classifying goods. In addition, in recent years there has 

also been a call to do this research automatically. In the last years a lot of research has been done into 

classifying with the help of different algorithms and methods, only the translation to the automation with 

the use of an automated classification tool has not yet been investigated thoroughly in the literature.  

2.3. Classification and Categorization  
In the e-commerce and retail, there are different classification processes. Looking at retail, GS1 is an 

organization that develops and maintains global standards for business communication. One of these 

classifications processes is the standardization with barcodes. This type of standardization, using 

barcodes, makes product information easier to exchange throughout the entire chain, which saves time 

and prevents errors (Harford, 2017). They encode a product identification number, making it easier for 

products to be tracked, processed and stored.  The key focus areas in retail include data quality, 

compliance with regulatory requirements, sustainability, trace-ability of products, and upstream 

integration between manufacturers and suppliers (Dalmolen, Moonen, & Van Hillegersberg, 2015).  
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There is no formal connection between GS1 and Harmonized System. Since both provide information and 

verification for products, they act as fundamental guides in global trade (GS1 Standards-Key in Border 

Procedure Management, 2015). The information provided by the barcodes allows exporters to classify 

goods and determine HS code. Both codes provide supplemental information about the shipped goods, 

such as country of origin and manufacturer. As standardizes sources, the barcodes are a point of reference 

to confirm the characteristics assigned in the HS code. The GS1 system and HS system have slightly 

different functions and purposes but can be applied in combination with each other. The GS1 would act 

in complementary manner to the HS (“Global Trade: Advancing the use of GS1 standards in border 

operations - GS1 Vietnam,” 2018). Where the HS is largely used for business to government data 

transactions, and used for the construction of free trade agreements and data collection for the statistical 

measurement of international trade flows, GS1 have a more crucial role in the retail industry, to improve 

inventory and delivery management and the opportunity to sell online on a global scale (Harford, 2017).  

Product classification is a huge aspect in the struggle for e-procurement standards. Not only information 

technology infrastructure issues due to the rapid changing and growing environment of electronic 

procurement  causes challenges (Croom & Brandon-Jones, 2005), but there are also increasing challenges 

associated with integrating different systems and applications efficiently throughout organizations 

(William, 2007). A key instrument for overcoming these challenges in the business-to business e-

procurement is classification by standard product classification schemes. Considerable efforts in e-

procurement can be seen to automating the process based on aligned, standardized description of 

products and services (Maniatopoulos & Leukel, 2005).  These standardized product classification 

schemes and codes allows for more effective electronic purchasing management by analyses of customer 

spending ,and assists marketing and sales functions to provide better customer and distribution channel 

services (Fairchild & de Vuyst, 2002). Classifying products and services with a standardized  coding scheme 

simplifies trade between buyers and sellers and is becoming mandatory in the new era of electronic 

commerce (Fairchild & de Vuyst, 2002).E-procurement allows to register a product at web search engines 

and catalog aggregation, to prepare pre-coded catalog files for specific customers, to reduce and minimize 

errors, to allow for uniform and transparent benchmarking and to so stay current with marketing trends 

(Fairchild & de Vuyst, 2002). 

Most organizations are realizing what the savings are of classification and categorization using standard 

codes in the e-commerce (Akter & Fosso Wamba, 2016). Most organizations are changing their 

information exchanging with their trading partners into a more standardized classification channel. It is 
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commonly known that all parties, such as importer, brokers, exports and customs authorities, benefit 

from common coding standards such as Harmonized Systems. This turns raw, unclear and unintelligible 

data into useful information that can bring greater efficiency and focus to expenditure analysis, electronic 

commerce, logistics service providers and supplier sourcing (Gunasekaran, Marri, & McGaughey, 2002). 

In settings where logistics service operators work, classification is very challenging due to the number of 

classes, the amount of training data, the size of the feature space and the real world requirements on the 

response time (Shen, Ruvini, & Sarwar, 2012). A subtle difference in a product’s characteristics, 

composition or construction will change the classification and will have an impact the duty rate. Accurate 

classification requires an understanding of the product category to be classified and a detailed knowledge 

of the structure of the customs tariff (Brigstock, 2017). Furthermore, correct categorization of products is 

essential for tasks such as assigning category specific rules for listing policy enforcement, charging 

insertion and final value fees, extracting relevant product-specific data or attributes, and determining 

reasonable shipping and handling fees. Moreover, the quality of products categorization plays a significant 

role in subsequent customer facing applications such as search, product recommendation, trust & safety, 

product catalog building, and seller utilities. (Shen, Ruvini, & Sarwar, 2012). Besides, categorization of 

products is fundamental to many aspects during a product life cycle. This includes assigning relevant 

specifics, inspecting listing violation, charging insertion and final value fees, surfacing the item to users 

through either searching or browsing, and finally converting items to purchase (Shen, Ruvini, Somaiya, & 

Sundaresan, 2011). 

For both B2B and B2C, assigning a certain category and code to goods according to standardized 

classification systems is useful for speeding up e-commerce among companies. The requirement of 

machine-readable product names that assists marketing and sales functions to find customers and provide 

better customer and distribution channel services is an inevitable consequence (Bergamaschi, Guerra, & 

Vincini, 2002b). By inserting the standardized classification codes in electronic trade documents such as 

product catalogs, Web sites, purchase orders, trade declarations, invoices, computer applications 

throughout an extended supply chain can process transaction data automatically and can perform 

management, analysis and decision functions in more labor-efficient ways that would not be possible 

without the standardization and classification of these goods. (Bergamaschi et al., 2002b). 
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2.4. Automated Classification and Classification tools 
For companies in the e-commerce sector that do business globally, the complexity of manually classifying 

and reclassifying goods quickly becomes unmanageable. By utilizing technology to automate the process, 

which is most of the time repetitive, non-judgment dependent tasks, cross-border e-commerce 

companies can work more effectively and efficiently, and can reduce the number of misclassifications due 

to manually human errors.  (Melissa Harrington, 2018). This emphasizes the need for an automated 

classification process.  Automation the process of classification, can according to Dongkyuk Kim, Sang-goo 

Lee, Jonghoon Chun, & Juhnyoung Lee (2004) & Lomuscio, Wooldridge, & Jennings, (2001) result in: 

- Increased efficiency (KPI’s / time per classification); 
 

- Decrease in classification errors and inconsistencies; 
 

- Improved record keeping / Documentation management; 
 

- Decrease in duty spend due to improved visibility and goods compliance management  
 
Increased efficiency of any operating process in a company, is one of the Key Performance Indicators every 

company wants to optimize. Optimizing the increased efficiency is part of any successful department and 

business. Looking at the KPI time per classification, an automated classification tool can reduce this time 

drastically. When measuring time per classification, it is important to consider the research time involved, 

time spent on support and documentation, as well as, classification maintenance. Classification 

maintenance describes the ongoing monitoring and maintenance to review changes to the Harmonized 

System, binding rulings and changes to products. Convenient search and automation features save you 

lots of time with classification of goods. 

An automated classification tool can help logistic service providers in order to work more efficiently and 

effectively when classifying their goods. The classification of goods and the development and specification 

of a classification tool may be described as a method. This method is set down in a number of fixed rules, 

performed to determine the numerical commodity code or the HS code for specific goods (Brigstock, 

2017). In order to achieve product classification for a very large number of classes, Shen, Ruvini & Sarwar 

(2017), proposes to decompose the classification problem into smaller problems. In order to achieve item 

classification for a very large number of target classes, we propose to decompose the classification 

problem into smaller problems. By performing a two-stage classification process by grouping classes into 

mutually exclusive latent groups this can be achieved. First, a coarse level classifier assigns an item into 

one of the latent groups; second, a fine level classifier assigns a specific class within the latent group.  
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The automatic classification of products in the e-commerce is becoming more important. It enables 

companies to lower costs by spending less time on this task (Kaur & Arora, 2013) Furthermore, product 

classification is an important task in catalog formation and plays a vital role in customer oriented services 

(Bergamaschi, Guerra, & Vincini, 2002a). As firms in the cross-border e-commerce industry continue to 

expand, automation on all levels becomes a must and is becoming one of their top investment priorities. 

Therefore, a tool based on artificial intelligence and using machine based learning will become useful in 

the future (Kołaczkowski & Gawrysiak, 2011). Companies now use data text mining, which is the process 

of deriving high-quality information from texts, for automatic classification. Products in e-commerce are 

organized into a hierarchical taxonomy of multilevel hierarchical categories. Product classification can be 

seen as the task of automatically predicting a taxonomy path for a product in a predefined taxonomy 

hierarch given a textual description or title (Gupta, Karnick, Bansal, & Jhala, 2016). This automated product 

classification is a hierarchical classification problem and presents some challenges: (i) First, many 

categories have data that is extremely sparse with a skewed long tailed distribution. (ii) A hierarchical 

taxonomy imposes constraint on activation of labels. (iii) If the automated product classification needs to 

be used in practical, the categorization should happen in real time (Gupta et al., 2016).   

When specifying an automated classification tool, data text mining, and the way this is used in e-

commerce might be very useful and interesting. Some product classification frameworks can predict and 

classify goods with an accuracy of 76.80%. Trying to achieve an accuracy around the same level or even 

higher would be satisfying when introducing the automated classification tool. 

There are several text classification techniques for the purpose of providing effective hierarchical product 

classification (Vandic & Kaymak, 2018). One of those techniques is the Hierarchical Product Classification 

(HPC) framework for the purpose of classifying products using hierarchical product taxonomy. The 

framework uses a classification system with multiple classification nodes, each residing on a different level 

of the taxonomy. The proposed Hierarchical Product Classification (HPC) framework requires a given 

category hierarchy, without existing product description associations  (Vandic & Kaymak, 2018). From the 

definition of classification recipes can be used to construct high-quality classifier nodes, using the product 

descriptions in the most optimal way. 

Perhaps in the future a link can be made with other automated classification tools, not specially aimed at 

classifying and assigning HS codes. In other sectors, the have a lead in this automation process. It might 

be useful for the e-commerce sector and the logistics service providers sector to look at how other sectors 

deal with the automated processes of classifying in their expertise.   
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Several publications in the literature shows that both companies (logistics service providers) and customs 

authorities can benefit enormously from an automated classifications tool, which reduces the number of 

misclassifications, a possible collaboration between both parties might be useful and necessary. In the 

future, it might also be possible to look at the possibilities that image-recognition in e-commerce can 

bring.  

2.5. Research Gap and Research Relevance 
Summing al reviewed literature together, a justification can made for a research proposal. All published 

literature in the recent years show that classification and categorization of e-commerce goods is still an 

important issue. It also shows that in the field of automation of classifying goods, a lot of progress can be 

made. Especially looking at a classification tool, it is generally believed that, if done properly, an 

automated classification tool can greatly contribute to reducing misclassifications. However, not much 

literature is published about automated classification tools for e-commerce goods. Therefore, the design 

and specification of an automated classification tool is both useful for the company and can add academic 

value to They are moving to utilize this channel of standardized classification as their primary means of 

exchanging information with their trading partners the literature.   

This literature study tries to sum up all the literature that deals with the problem Company x is facing. The 

problem definition is that Company X has too many misclassifications of HS codes during their 

classification process. This leads to more customs controls and longer delays of shipments.  In order to 

reduce the number of misclassifications of HS codes, and to perform a better verification process, a design 

of an automated classification tool must be specified. This design must capture how the tool can be 

described; what the specification of the tool are; what the link is between the tool and text data mining; 

what the accuracy of the tool is/should be; and wat the minimal needed data set is.  

Looking at the futures of e-commerce, digital fitness’s becoming a must for every logistics 

company.(Tipping & Kauschke, 2016). According to Zoller (2017), there are several trends that will shape 

the landscape of the e-commerce sector over the next five to 10 years. Those trends deal with the 

question how the e-commerce value chain will evolve, and what kind of impact this will have for logistic 

service providers. Most important aspects Zoller (2017) identifies are the rise of machine-to-machine 

connections, making e-commerce more efficient and effective, the rise of mobile applications, and the 

harnessing of big data and information sharing.  

HS code has been research for the last years. In the literature, researchers are generally convinced that 

there are many advantages of optimization when classifying goods. In addition, in recent years there has 
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also been a call to do this research automatically. In the last years a lot of research has been done into 

classifying with the help of different algorithms and methods, only the translation to the automation with 

the use of an automated classification tool has not yet been investigated thoroughly in the literature. 

However, it appears that a lot of time and money is currently being lost through false and 

misclassifications. The literature shows that there are various ways in which this can be solved or 

improved, but that an automated classification tool could be one of the best solutions for this. Yet there 

is still a great lack of decent research in this area in the recent literature. Not much research has been 

done into costs in comparison to the possible yields of such a classification tool, although it is generally 

believed that, if done properly, an automated classification tool can greatly contribute to reducing 

misclassification, leading to cost and time savings.    

Another area of concern is that classification is most critical when new products are introduced, because 

it requires in-depth understanding of the product description and use as well as knowledge of the 

classification process. Ambiguity in product descriptions and different classifications are the biggest 

challenges to performing product classification globally. Governments scrutinize HS codes and product 

descriptions to detect fraudulent activities. With the rapid changing environment and the increase in new 

products in the last recent years, the introduction of new products can provide problems regarding 

classification and an automated classification tool.  

Perhaps in the future a link can be made with other automated classification tools, not specially aimed at 

classifying and assigning HS codes. In other sectors, the have a lead in this automation process. It might 

be useful for the e-commerce sector and the logistics service providers sector to look at how other sectors 

deal with the automated processes of classifying in their expertise.   

Several publications in the literature shows that both companies (logistics service providers) and customs 

authorities can benefit enormously from an automated classifications tool, which reduces the number of 

misclassifications, a possible collaboration between both parties might be useful and necessary. In the 

future, it might also be possible to look at the possibilities that image-recognition in e-commerce can 

bring.  
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3. Diagnosis 
The first step in the design cycle is the diagnosis. In this diagnosis, a problem diagnosis of the major causes 

and consequences of the above stated problem is described. This chapter focusses on the identification 

of major causes of the problem. We split the diagnosis and analysis process into distinct steps. In the 

diagnosis the problem and its context are described, where in the analyses the causes and consequences 

are analyzed. First the general process regarding HS classification is explained, and a description of the 

current classification process is given, identifying its current flaws and mistakes. From these flaws and 

mistakes, several risk categories are identified. To broaden and deepen the analysis the risk categories 

are examined in the analysis. Section 4 will elaborate upon this risk analysis. After identifying the current 

process and describing HS classification process in general, the provided data is examined. This data 

contains already established rules which are currently used in the classification process. Besides this 

inquiry of the present data, an analysis is made of the data needed for the solution design. The next step 

is to diagnosis how the already provided data can be modified to be useful for the classification tool, and 

how the earlier defined missing data can be collected. In order to do so, other tools are explored. 

3.1.  General HS Classification Process 
HS classification remains a manual and time-consuming process, requiring deep domain expertise and 

years of experience (Kappler, 2016). However, if commodities are misclassified with the wrong HS codes, 

the importer may be paying the wrong duty and calculating an inaccurate profit/loss statement. If the HS 

misclassification results in a higher duty, the importer is paying too much. However, if the duty assessed 

was completely wrong, this can cause even bigger problems with the customs. In some instances, the 

importer must go back and research the company’s entire database to see if other mistakes were made; 

causing rework, wasting time and adding costs. If an importer makes too many misclassifications, it may 

lead to large monetary penalties and/or open audits and investigations into the importer’s business (Lushi 

& Gashi, 2016). 

In this section, we present the general HS classification process. This will create more insight in the 

classification process and can help identifying the flaws and mistakes in the current HS classification 

process at Company X.  
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3.1.1. Harmonized System 
The Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System, generally referred to as "Harmonized 

System" or "HS", is a multipurpose international product nomenclature developed by the World Customs 

Organization (WCO). It comprises about 5,000 commodity groups, each identified by a six-digit code, 

arranged in a legal and logical structure and is supported by well-defined rules to achieve uniform 

classification. The system is used by more than 177 countries and economies as a basis for their Customs 

tariffs and for the collection of international trade statistics. Over 98 percent of the products in 

international trade is classified in terms of the HS (“World Customs Organization,” n.d.).  

The HS is organized logically by economic activity or component material. The HS is organized into 21 

sections, which are subdivided into 99 chapters. The 99 HS chapters are further subdivided into 1244 

headings and 5224 subheadings. The sections and chapters describe a broad category of goods, while 

headings and subheadings describe the goods in more detail. HS code is a 6-digit international numerical 

code to represent and identify the goods for worldwide trade. In addition to the internationally 

standardized 6-digit code, each country can further add more digits to extend the code to 8, 10 or 12-digit 

for its own tariff and statistics purpose. HS Classification is the process of finding the most specific 

description in the harmonized system (HS) for the goods to be classified (“World Customs Organization,” 

n.d.).  

HS code ‘9506621000’ for example indicates Section 20 (Miscellaneous manufactured articles), Chapter 

95 (Toys, games and sports requisites; parts and accessories thereof) Heading 06  (Articles and equipment 

for general physical exercise, gymnastics, athletics, other sports (including table tennis) or outdoor games, 

not specified or included elsewhere in this chapter; swimming pools and paddling pools) and Subheading 

62 (Balls, other than golf balls and table-tennis balls, inflatable), and the country extra digits 10 (football). 

Figure 4 shows how the HS code is subdivided.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4. Example of an HS code subdivision 
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HS codes are used by customs authorities around the world to identify the duty tariff and tax rates for 

specific types of products. The HS code will determine the percentages of duty payable on import and it 

is therefore essential that declarations are accurate and compliant. In the e-commerce, the duty tariff is 

assessed on the customs value of a product. In example, HS code ‘9506621000’, which is a football, has a 

duty tariff of 2.70%, suppose the value is €10 than the duties are €0,27. 

However, with HS-classification structural problems occur daily. Examples of structural problems include: 

- Juices are not considered beverages (Chapter 22), but as “preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts or other 

parts of plants” (Chapter 20); - Car seats are not parts of a cars (Chapter 87), but articles of furniture 

(Chapter 94); - Electric toothbrushes are not actually toothbrushes (Chapter 96), but “Electro-mechanical 

domestic appliances, with self-contained electric motor, other than vacuum cleaners of heading 85.08. 

(Chapter 85). 

The semantic problem relates to the gap between how products are described by trade and how they are 

expressed in the HS. The HS’s technical expressions are often impenetrable for most people. Examples of 

the semantic problem can be seen in table 1:  

Commercial Description  HS Description 

Computer Automatic data processing machine 

Baby Food Homogenized composite food preparation 

Wheelchair Carriage for disabled persons 

Salad spinner Centrifuge 

Blow drier Electrothermic hairdressing apparatus 

Table 1. Examples technical HS descriptions 

Furthermore, some HS concepts, although explicitly expressed remain vague and are therefore 

susceptible to subjective interpretation. The expression “for technical uses”, for example, is an important 

qualifier that is used throughout the nomenclature but is never adequately defined. Addressing the gaps 

of common understanding within the HS would help ensure that concepts are clearly defined, mutually 

exclusive and collectively exhaustive – the ultimate objective of any categorization system. Ideally, HS 

users should be able to instinctively know which HS section and/or chapter provides for a commodity. In 

order to give some insight in difficulties and problems that occur with the HS classification and chapters 

table 2 is provided. 
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In table 2 the 21 sections and the corresponding chapters are provided. Because company x is an e-

commerce company, specialized in certain categories, several sections are not of importance for them. In 

the next chapters I will explain which sectors are of importance and which are of non-importance for e-

commerce companies, especially for Company X. 

 

Section  Chapters Section Title 

I 1 to 5 Live Animals; Animal Products 

II 6 to 14 Vegetable Products 

III 15 Animal or Vegetable Fats and Oils and Their Cleavage Products; Prepared Edible Fats; 
Animal or Vegetable Waxes 

IV 16 to 24 Prepared Foodstuffs; Beverages, Spirits, and Vinegar; Tobacco and Manufactured 
Tobacco Substitutes 

V 25 to 27 Mineral Products 

VI 28 to 38 Products of the Chemical or Allied Industries 

VII 39 to 40  Plastics and Articles Thereof Rubber and Articles Thereof 

VIII 41 to 43 Raw Hides and Skins, Leather, Furskins and Articles Thereof; Saddlery and Harness; 
Travel Goods, Handbags and Similar Containers; Articles of Animal Gut (Other Than 
Silkworm Gut) 

IX 44 to 46 Wood and Articles of Wood; Wood Charcoal; Cork and Articles of Cork; Manufacturers 
of Straw, of Esparto or of Other Plaiting Materials; Basketware and Wickerwork 

X 47 to 49 Pulp of Wood or of Other Fibrous Cellulosic Material; Waste and Scrap of Paper or 
Paperboard; Paper and Paperboard and Articles Thereof 

XI 50 to 63 Textile and Textile Articles 

XII 64 to 67  Footwear, Headgear, Umbrellas, Sun Umbrellas, Walking Sticks, Seatsticks, Whips, 
Riding-Crops and Parts Thereof; Prepared Feathers and Articles Made Therewith; 
Artificial Flowers; Articles of Human Hair 

XIII 68 to 70 Articles of Stone, Plaster, Cement, Asbestos, Mica or Similar Materials; Ceramic 
Products; Glass and Glassware 

XIV 71 Natural or Cultured Pearls, Precious or Semiprecious Stones, Precious Metals, Metals 
Clad with Precious Metal, and Articles Thereof; Imitation Jewelry; Coin 

XV 72 to 83 Base Metals and Articles of Base Metal 

XVI 84 to 85 Machinery and Mechanical Appliances; Electrical Equipment; Parts Thereof; Sound 
Recorders and Reproducers, Television Image and Sound Recorders and Reproducers, 
and Parts and Accessories of Such Articles 

XVII 86 to 89 Vehicles, Aircraft, Vessels and Associated Transport Equipment 

XVIII 90 to 92 Optical, Photographic, Cinematographic, Measuring, Checking, Precision, Medical or 
Surgical Instruments and Apparatus; Clocks and Watches; Musical Instruments; Parts 
and Accessories Thereof 

XIX 93 Arms and Ammunition; Parts and Accessories Thereof 

XX 94 to 96 Miscellaneous Manufactured Articles 

XXI 97  Works of Art, Collectors' Pieces and Antiques 

XXII 98 to 99 Special Classification Provisions; Temporary Legislation; Temporary Modifications 
Proclaimed pursuant to Trade Agreements Legislation; Additional Import Restrictions 
Proclaimed Pursuant to Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, As Amended 

Table 2. Sections and Chapters Harmonized System 2019 
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3.2. Classification Procedure 
A correct classification procedure in the e-commerce takes the following 

steps:  

1. Analysis of the product and identification of its objective characteristics;  

2. Application of the relevant classification rules and provisions;  

3. Identification of the heading/subheading of the Combined Nomenclature. 

First, we look to the General Rules for the Interpretation of the Harmonized 

System (GIR). The purpose of the GIRs is to ensure a uniform approach to HS 

and tariff classification. However, this can be disenchanted because the GIRs 

themselves are also open to varied interpretation. There are 6 General Rules 

in all, which must be applied in consecutive order. 

 For the tool, the 6 rules could be useful when clients want to classify their 

goods. However, a model based on the General Rules will help the client in 

some manners with some of the products, but in general this model will not 

be of use for the clients. The reason behind this is clients will not have information to come to a correct 

solution based on the 6 GIR’s. For example, Rule 1 applies to the ideal situation and the application of GIR 

1 has been interpreted as requiring tariff classification to take place on an objective basis by reference to 

objective characteristics. However, the HS does not provide an indication as to what the objective 

characteristics are by which goods must be judged to be proper to a given tariff heading (Brigstock, 2017). 

For both GIR 2 and GIR 3 similar difficulties arise as with GIR 1. Determining the most “specific” heading 

or description and “essential character” of goods can involve a degree of subjectivity.  

Looking at the specific classification process, we see that the process can be seen as a heterogenous 

process. This means that the level of difficulty for all HS classifications are not the same. Some 

classifications are harder, more difficult, and more prone for mistakes, for example since some products 

are made up of more materials, or that products can serve multiple purposes.  

Since the company operates in the cross-border e-commerce, several commodities can already be ruled 

out. This means, that not only the commodities can be ruled out, but also the corresponding sections and 

chapter. Later in this thesis these sections will be identified. In the automated HS-classification tool 

awareness should be created when a client wants to use one of these sections or chapters. It should be 

Figure 5. Steps to determine HS code 
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the case that when selecting categories, HS codes that are rule out will never show up, and if clients try 

to use a ruled-out section or chapters, a warning notification should be given.  

Another way to improve the classification process is to document the company’s entire classification 

process, prior and historical classifications, and all made corrections and customs corrections (Goodrich, 

2017). The documentation of the entire classification process includes maintaining product specification 

records, a record of the thought process they used to arrive at their classification, and finally a product 

classification database. Any extracts from extrinsic aids used during the classification process supporting 

their classification decision should also be documented. These detailed documentations can help a 

company supporting the classification determination (Barton, 2017). Detailed documentation of the 

classification process ensures the possibility to be able to support HS classifications with how a company 

came to the classification determination. This includes:  

• Specification sheets/drawings/photos of the product 

• Chapter and Section Notes that apply 

• Explanatory Notes 

• Rulings used for applied logic of binding rules specific to the company  

Besides a detailed documentation of the classification process, a company can also share the master 

classification list with your clients and update them on a regular basis. The more a company communicates 

their classification expectations, the more accurate clients entry classification will become (Goodrich, 

2017).  

 
The WCO has announced improvement of the usability and public availability of WCO’s classification tools, 

e.g. WCO HS Database, the Explanatory Notes, and Compendium of Classification Opinions. There is the 

opportunity to buy these WCO classification tools but in the future these tools might be public available. 

The Explanatory Notes provide a commentary on the scope of each heading, together with technical 

descriptions of the goods concerned and their practical guidance for their identification. The Compendium 

of Classification Opinion includes a list of the most significant and difficult classification decision taken by 

the Harmonized System Committee (“World Customs Organization,” n.d.). However, resources and tools 

such as the Explanatory Notes are supportive when considering advanced classification scenarios, but as 

reference materials it is not legally binding (PWC, 2017). 
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3.3. Current Classification Process 
In this section we present Company X current classification processes, referring to discussions and 

interviews with internal experts, observation and, referring to current literature.  

In order to map the current classification process correctly, we start with a general overview of the 

information and physical flows. Figure 6 shows how a Trade and Transport in an e-commerce could look 

like in a simplified manner. The arrows represent information flows and the physical flow of the goods. 

Company X is operating as a 3PL, especially in the second half of the picture.  

 

Figure 6. Trade and Transport in an e-commerce environment 

Looking at figure 5, several parties can be identified. Each of these parties have their own interest in the 

classification processes and some of these interests might create conflicts. Parties that are directly 

involved in the HS classification process for the company are the company itself, custom agencies and 

clients who offer the product. For the company itself, using the correct HS codes and the right 

interpretation is of utmost importance. As usage of incorrect code may be considered by customs as non-

compliance, misleading or misdeclaration – each of which comes with its associated penalties. An 

incorrect declaration of HS codes can lead to costly delay in customs clearance, deposit requirement, 

possible fines and even criminal penalties (Lombardi, Gorgolione, & Panniello, 2013). In contrast, for 

seller’s knowledge about HS codes for specific markets is useful in many other contexts. For example, you 

can determine whether your products qualify for preferential tariffs under a free trade agreement. The 

total landed costs can also be calculated, guaranteeing the correct price for their customers. For customs 

agencies correct HS declarations serves other purposes. The import declaration which is the customs entry 

for imports, made and submitted by an importer serves a number of purposes for customs authorities: 

risk assessment; revenue calculation; determination of permit and license requirements; and the 

collection of statistical data (Bowering, 2018).  
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Problems and disruptions in the flow of the e-commerce supply chain the company is operating in arises 

thus from the fact that each of these parties has a different level of understanding, motivation, and sense 

of urgency in the e-commerce chain, creating different levels of involvement. (Khurana, 2014). 

All parties operate in different parts of the supply chain. Published literature suggested the presence of 

the so called “snowball effect”. Clients operating early in the chain have huge influence in the HS 

classification process, creating supply chains more than ever exposed to the disruptions which may be 

propagated and amplified, and thus manifest the phenomenon of the “snowball effect” (Świerczek, 2013).   

The client is the party that knows what is being sent into the supply chain. They are the persons that 

packed the box or cosigned the goods. If the packing list is wrong, then the transport documents such as 

bills of loading and customs declarations and the manifest are likely to be inaccurate. This poses security, 

safety and legal compliance risks. Information required by custom agencies is being asked for further 

upstream in the supply chain, prior to the goods being loaded. It is often difficult to divorce the many 

different aspects of the supply chain from each other, however, the client (consignor or exporter) knows 

more about the goods being sent into the supply chain than any other party. However, unless the client 

is the one player who knows the most information about the product being send, is held outside the 

jurisdiction of the importing country’s customs authorities. Therefore, the custom authorities solely focus 

on the importer instead. Customs hold the importer accountable for goods they have probably never seen, 

and the information they received form their clients is rather inaccurate. Local customs authorities may 

even flag the company as needing extra scrutiny. This will lengthen the products review process and delay 

the import and export process and can lead to seizure of the products, or even a denial of import privilege. 

In these days of information management rather than the physical control of goods, the role of export 

data is increasingly important. For example, a company using an integrated supply chain can readily check 

information such as the commodity ingredient information, which is vital to the HS code verification 

(Hesketh, 2010). 

In addition to making a distinction between different parties, a distinction can also be made between 

different clients. The question that arises when obtaining clients from different perspectives is, on which 

clients do we put focus the most? Are these clients the clients who are sending the most and biggest 

volume of goods? Or are these clients the clients that makes the most classification mistakes? Both cases 

have their pros and cons. In this master thesis the focus will be both on the biggest clients as on targeting 

clients who makes the most mistakes.  This is mainly because the tool is provided for all clients, and the 
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number of active clients is not that overwhelming. Therefore, it is possible to target them both. However, 

some extra focus and attention will go to clients who make the most incorrect classifications.   

Everyday a code list form custom is implemented in the database of Company X. This is because the HS 

codes are subjected to changes, and the tariff and import duties changes regularly. When implementing 

the HS code list, several of the HS codes are already dismissed, due to sections or chapters that are not 

relevant for e-commerce business. In section 4.1 we will provide an analysis which sections and chapters 

are of importance and non-importance for the e-commerce business.  

In principal, clients/exporters provide the HS code and the URL with photo of the product. They also 

include weight, product description, country of origin, etc. Because already a selection is made of HS codes 

that never occur in the e-commerce business, a first selection and verification of HS codes can already be 

made. If HS codes of specific chapters occur, the company knows on forehand that those codes are wrong.  

In order to have the classification process under control, the company allocate scores to their clients. 

These ratings indicate how trustworthy a client and their classification are, and how often the company 

wants to check the incoming goods and the allocated HS codes and URL’s of these clients. Right know this 

procedure is partially based on historical data, partially based on experience of employees. If a client made 

mistakes in the past (wrong HS code, wrong URL, wrong duty tariff), Company X will increase the rating of 

that specific client. If the rating of a client goes up, products from that clients are checked more often. 

The rating of the client is based on historical data and experiences of employees. The risk assessment in 

chapter 4 can contribute to the optimization of this rating system, identifying potential risks and pitfalls. 

If clients can use the implemented tool, they can reduce their number of misclassifications, which can 

increase their ratings. This provides less checks for that client, decreasing the delays of their parcels.  

The company also conducts a verification process to physically check incoming goods and their 

declarations. This includes HS codes, URL’s, quantities and prices. This verification process includes a 

physical check and when verifying the product, photos of the product are taken to have proof of the 

verification. HS codes, URL’s and prices are checked and adjusted if identified as wrong/incorrect. All 

verified parcels and products are still available for customs inspections.  Besides, the company introduced 

the execution of spot checks. Spot checks are random checks of parcels by the company to see how well 

the processes of the clients and their declarations are. These spot checks were carried out in the hope 

that customs would notice this and would decrease their physical inspections at the company. However, 

customs did not care if extra spot checks were carried out and this project of extra spot checks was 
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canceled. Instead of extra spot checks, the company started checking the clients first shipments. For the 

first shipments, randomly three parcels were selected, and the declarations were checked to see if the 

incoming parcels matched what the client had declared. If the company found too many issues, they 

would ask the client for a revised version until the client had a “score” good enough to pass the first 

shipment. The reason for the company to carry out these first shipments checks is that they are trying to 

teach the client the right way of declaring their parcels. This approach focuses on the beginning of the e-

commerce chain. Ideally, problem solving is done in the beginning of the value chain (Nissen, 2000). 

Therefore, focusing more on convincing and teaching clients to correctly declare their goods could be a 

useful approach. Several Logistics service providers work with a punishment/rewards system. Punishment 

and reward motivate behavior (Steel, Silson, Stagg, & Baker, 2016).  This system punishes (fines, extra 

work when submitting etc.) clients that provide a lot of wrong or incorrect HS codes, and reward (lower 

prices, pre-filled declarations etc.) clients that have a positive correct HS code record. The company is 

already taking record of client’s performances and achievements. Therefore, introducing a punishment 

and/or reward system is possible based on these historical data. The company should motivate clients to 

score a higher rating, to earn more rewards instead of punishments.  

3.3.1. Flaws and Mistakes in process 
This section aims to identify the flaws and mistakes made in the current HS classification process. The 

analysis will be done by utilizing the insights gained by conducting interviews with classification experts 

at the company, and by referring to published literature and data about this subject. According to 

classification experts and published literature there are several reasons leading to classification 

incorrections.  

Doolen (2006) identified already three categories in which HS classification mistakes were made. These 

categories were: (i) Manual Errors (typos, etc.). (ii) Difference in opinion (broker disagreement). (iii) Upon 

request from customs (force of law). By gaining insights from classification experts we identified more 

pitfalls during HS classification. Choosing lowest tariff duties, classifying by default, lack of knowledge by 

clients, constantly changing HS codes, HS complexity, gaps in terminology, and lack of availability of 

classification tools and improper tools, are other categories, identified by classification experts, that 

creates mistakes during the classification process. 

Manual Error: These types of errors can be made due to a lot of reasons, such as temporary loss of 

concentration and tiredness. Problem with manual errors, such as typos, is that these discrepancies are 

not on purpose, so a clear pattern in these errors cannot be identified. However, manual errors can also 
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be made consistently, for example when clients or employees do not get any feedback on mistakes they 

make, making them think they are doing the classification correctly, when in fact they are making the 

same mistakes repeatedly.  

Difference in opinion: It sometimes happens that the customs broker has a different opinion regarding 

the classification of products sent by the client or Company X. The database from customs and the 

corresponding product descriptions are rather vague, leaving room for interpretation when classifying. 

The General Rules of Interpretation (GIR), the six General Rules used in interpreting and applying the 

correct HS code and tariff duty, also contribute to this problem. The purpose of the GIRs is to ensure a 

uniform approach to HS and tariff classification. However, this can be disenchanted because the GIRs 

themselves are also open to varied interpretation. I will discuss some of the issues with GIRs later in this 

chapter. Sometimes, product features are too obscure and indistinct to be classified into explicit HS codes. 

This also increases regulatory risks when the company declares products to customs. They can hire have 

legal consultancy to solve legal and regulatory problems, however this will decrease revenues. Besides, 

when customs executed physical checks at the warehouse of the company, two different customs agents 

did a physical check on the same product, and both classified it with a different HS code. 

Upon Request from customs: The import tariff duty that must be paid, is the revenue of customs. De Wulf 

et al, 2005 claimed that one of the goals of customs is to “raise substantial revenue”. While it is possible 

that custom mandates that some classifications be changed due to rules and regulations, the above 

statement makes it much more likely that this is (also) done from an aspect of financial gain.  

Choosing lowest tariff duties: Experience shows that clients often aim at HS code with corresponding 

lowest tariff duties. If clients must choose between two, almost identical descriptions of the product, but 

with different duty tariffs, they almost always choose the HS code with the lowest tariff duty, instead of 

gaining more insight in the product and the corresponding HS code.   

Classifying by default: Customers often automatically classify by default. The often use one of the 

following default positions: choosing lowest/highest duty rate, choosing last reasonable HS code, making 

decisions based on HS codes used in the past, or only focus on parts of a specific machine or type of 

material.  

Lack of knowledge by clients: HS classification requires knowledge of classification rules, both GIRs and 

specific rules on the Harmonized System, and enough understanding of the goods. Clients should have 

appropriate training in HS classification and tariff classification, ensuring that knowledge about 
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classification is up to date. Overall, clients must have knowledge as to which customs laws apply to them 

and how they apply (Brigstock, 2017).  

The constantly change of HS-codes: The 6-digit HS codes are revised every five years. And national HS 

codes change more frequent, sometimes several times per year. This requires a classification system to 

be robust and adaptable to continuously changing goods descriptions. It is evident that the number of HS 

Codes is increasing over the years. The HS is still relatively young. Although it has been challenged every 

now and then, it has always “survived.” Customs and traders are now familiar with the system and want 

to retain it. Of course, updating the HS is crucial and this is an ongoing task. Many classification issues 

arise from multi-function machines/apparatus, and the development of such products is on the increase 

all over the world (Hindsdal, 2018).This will remain an important issue in the future, to what extent this 

will even increase more. The last revision of the Harmonized System was in 2017. This process is managing 

by the WCO through the Harmonized System Committee. They examine policy matters, take decision on 

classification questions, settles disputes and prepares amendments updating the HS every 5 years 

(Feichtner, 2010).  

An example highlighting one of these issues concerns the classification of LED tiles. A combination of LED-

tiles may be joined be joined to form an LED panel or wall of any size, used as information displays in 

public areas or at music or entertainment events. Individual LED tiles are according to the Combined 

Nomenclature, and the six GIRs are classified in heading 8528 with a duty tariff of 3.2%. However, 

concerning the classification of certain goods, an unassembled LED panel, where a panel/wall is comprised 

of any number of individual tiles needed to create the size of panel/wall, is classified in tariff heading 

8528, with corresponding 14% duty. Therefore, some importers of LED tiles and LED panels ignore the 

regulations when shipping an unassembled panel and classify to 8529 declaring the goods as consignment 

of individual tiles. Their objective is to avoid customs duty at 14% under 8528 on LED panels and to pay 

duty at 3.2% under 8529 on shipments declared as individual LED tiles. This situation arises because the 

technical nature of LED tiles makes it almost impossible to distinguish between unassembled panels and 

a few individual tiles. The duty rate differential creates a motivation for the selected classification to tariff 

heading 8529. The regulation provides clarity on the classification of the unassembled product which 

results in some importers denying their product is unassembled and selecting 8529 for their import 

declaration. Additionally, lack of verification of goods offered at import by customs authorities provides 

an opportunity for dis-application of the regulation (Brigstock, 2017). Furthermore, it is surprisingly 

difficult to have trained human classification experts to agree on what the right HS code for a given 
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product should be. Tests showed, that in a dataset annotated by trained experts/professionals, differing 

labels for the same product were at least 305 of the time seen (Chandrasekhar, 2018).  

Later in this master thesis, I will identify in which sections and chapters the most mistakes are made. I will 

analyze the data with the HS corrections to see if most mistakes are already made at the first two digits 

(sections & chapters), or to identify that most mistakes are made later in the HS coding system (headings 

and/or subheadings. In the analysis in chapter 4, it is also identified in which chapters the most mistakes 

are made. Furthermore, I will try to identify if there are specific HS codes that are always misclassified.  

Some of these problems are partly explained by the issues that occur with the GIRs. Within the 

nomenclature of the HS, the six GIRs play a pre-eminent role in the classification of goods. The GIRs must 

be applied in the order as set out in the Harmonized System. The Purpose of the GIRs is to ensure a uniform 

approach to HS classification but that can be thwarted because the GIRs themselves are open to varied 

interpretation (Brigstock, 2017). This varied interpretation is explained in detail below.  
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3.3.2. Existing Rules  
The company already provided a rule coverage controlling HS codes in the past. This was based on several 

rules they already identified based on the GIR, and the company used this as an indicator to see how many 

goods were declared based on these rules. A positive hit means that the client submitted, according to 

the current existing rules, the correct HS code, where negatively means the client submitted the wrong 

HS code. If the current rules were not able to give exclusion, it was classified as no hit. In total, 374553 

products where declared in the last six months, by 28 clients. From all those declarations the results with 

positive and negative hits can be seen in table 3.  

 Total 
Products 

Positive 
Hits 

Percentage 
Positive Hits 

Negative 
Hits 

Percentage 
Negative Hits 

No Hits Percentage 
No Hits 

All Clients 374553 50793 13.56% 39465 10.54% 284295 75.90% 

Table 3. Table of positive and negative hits by existing rules 

Currently it can be seen from table 3 that the current rules cannot give exclusion on more than 75% of the 

products. Therefore, the current rules should be analyzed and updated to increase the number of hits. 

These current rules will be updated and tightened by means of an automated HS classification tool.  For 

further client analyses, we choose to focus on the top 10 clients of the company. The make up to almost 

87% of all the goods declared. In this list with the top 10 clients, also all clients that makes the most 

mistakes and classify the most products incorrect are included.  

When analyzing on a client level, some clients have a positive hit rate of more than 80%, where other 

clients have a positive hit rate of almost 0%. The reason behind the big differences in positive hit rates, 

and the fact that a lot of clients almost have no hits at all, will be analyzed further in this master thesis. 

The Taric Rule Coverage is an existing heuristic-based tariff correction tool, which is now very inefficient 

on a technical level. This tariff correction tool can be used as input for the HS classification tool. Several 

team members in the company participated on this project, creating valuable information and opinion, 

which can be useful for the implementation of the HS classification tool.  
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3.4. Existing automated HS classification tools 
The problem of misclassification occurs not only to the difficulty of the Harmonized System, but also the 

lack of availability of proper classification tools contributes to this problem. Almost all existing tools are 

pervasive using keyword-based search tools (WCO, 2018). These tools, which are used heavily by 

importers and brokers, are typically integrated into HS reference and global trade customs compliance 

systems. They function by searching indiscriminately for exact partial term matches without regard for 

context or hierarchical structure, and different tries showed that the tools mentioned in table 4 present 

a long list of potential, mostly irrelevant and often inaccurate HS classification candidates. The often have 

a low precision and a low recall and they require deep domain expertise which is only useful for experts. 

Some keyword tools are enhanced with Boolean operators (that is, ‘AND’, ‘OR’, and ‘NOT’) and expand 

search terms with synonyms, but none are capable of truly reading and understanding complex goods 

descriptions. Some of the HS search tools are based on the chapter-by-chapter listed Harmonized System, 

where other of these keyword tools do not apply HS classification rules or take into account 

Section/Chapter notes. (Kappler, 2011). Besides, they cannot match to residual headings and/or 

subheadings. An official WCO statement from their website indicates that “a database match does not 

guarantee a correct classification” (WCO, n.d.) Table 4 indicates some organizations who have provided 

HS search tools.  

Table 4. HS search tools 

ASYCUDA Online Harmonized Commodities Code Database 
The Automated System for Customs Data (ASYCUDA) is a database containing all Section/Chapter notes. 

You can enter a keyword e.g. enter “table” to view commodities with the word table in the description. 

However, in this example, also all commodities named vegetable showed up. Furthermore, this tool only 

specifies commodities codes as general as 1 digit or as specific as 6, where customs authorities requires a 

10-digit code.  

 

ORGANISATION  HS SEARCH TOOL  

UNCTAD ASYCUDA Online Harmonized Commodities Code Database 

USITC HTS Online Reference Tool 

HMRC UK Trade Tariff  

EUROPEAN COMMISON TARIC 

FEDEX Global Trade Manager 

DHL Trade Automation Service Interactive Classifier 

EXPORT.GOV Customs Info 

TARIFFTEL HS Code Lookup for importers into the EU 

SINGAPORE GOVERNMENT TradeXchange 
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USITC HTS Online Reference Tool 
The USITC HTS Online Reference Tool is a search tool also based on keyword-search. The search word 

“wooden table” indicated 61 potential matches containing 23 different chapters. Besides, most of the 

provided potential matches contained a 4 to 6-digit HS code  

HMRC UK Trade Tariff 
This tool is originated in the United Kingdom. However, the key word “wooden table” did not had any 

matching results from the tool. The indicated that you must search again and consider: - Searching what 

the item is used for or made from, broadening your search criteria, checking your spelling, or browsing 

the A-Z of classified goods. If we refine our search and try the word “table”, the tool provided 17 matches 

from 12 different chapters. They only provided us with a 4-digit code, leaving us with a further search for 

the remaining digits.  

 
EUROPEAN COMMISION TARIC 
In this European commission Taric, the first search bar indicates a goods code. If you select advanced 

search, you can enter a key word description. When entering the word “wooden table”  

Goods code is first search: you must select advanced search in order to input your search key word.  

Wooden table: No data matches the criteria. Table indicated 12 chapters, and in total 127 potential 

matches for the right HS code. 

 
DHL Trade Automation Service Interactive Classifier 
This keyword search tool is connected to DHL. The keyword “wooden table” provided 35 potential 

matches, varying from all different chapters. Mainly the first 4 digits are represented, and a further 

refinement must be done in order to get to a correct 10-digit HS code.  

EXPORT GOV Customs Info 
This tool is based on U.S current and historical U.S import and export statistics. The search word “wooden 

table” provides 5 different text writing options you can selected from. After selecting the correct option 

(in this case furniture), you must select the correct material where it is made of. In the end, 1 potential 

(correct) match shows up. This tool is partly based on category selecting, which might be interesting 

approach to use in the rest of this master thesis.  
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Tarifftel HS Code Lookup for Importers into the EU 
This tool is based on category selecting. Either you select a matching category provided by them, or you 

enter a search word and the show one of the provided categories. After selecting one of the categories, 

you must select the correct item type, construction, material, country of origin, references, and possibly 

a description or a photo. After filling in all criteria, the right product with corresponding HS code shows 

up.    

Singapore Government TradeExchange 
The Singapore Government TradeExchange is a tool where you can include the HS code, the CA product 

Code, or a description of the product. Inserting “wooden table” gave 14 search results, with two different 

8-digit HS codes. Selecting the correct product description (which are provided for the 14 results) lead to 

a correct 8-digit HS code. 

It was identified that keyword-based HS tools present unacceptably low levels of precision (the measure 

of relevance of returned results) and recall (the measure of accuracy of returned results). Tools that are 

based on category selection (or both category selection and keyword-based tools) provide in the first 

instance better results 

3.5. Validating HS classification tool 
The prototype of the HS classification tool will be validated. This will both be done in order to validate 

that all the products contain the correct HS code, that the tool contains all categories and subcategories, 

and that the tool will be time saving when used. All categories should be disjunct and present, and all 

products should be easily found by categorization. A post-test alone can be useful in some situations. 

When clear goals were formulated earlier in the project, the results of the post-test can be compared with 

these goals. Moreover, one can measure the satisfaction with the implement solution, and take this as a 

measure of the effectiveness of the solution (van Aken et al., 2012). 

In order to identify the acceptable fault tolerance, several indicators must be considered. Looking at how 

other companies and organizations perform, Banker (2017) examined that government HS classification 

experts reached an average of 77 percent accuracy, whereas experts from the private sector fared lower, 

with an average of 68 percent accuracy (Banker, 2017). Looking at the prototype and the results that will 

come from the test data set, the accuracy of the prototype tool should be around these percentages. 

Comparing this to the accuracy of other companies and organizations, and the averages scientific 

researches scored in their published literature, the accuracy of the prototype is acceptable if it reaches 

this acceptance level.  
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Testing showed over-categorization to cause severe usability issues, including (Holst, 2016):  

- “Siloing” clients into overly narrow category scopes 

- Making clients unnecessarily overlook entire selection of a broader product type 

- Preventing users from using the tool because of non-user friendliness 

Overcategorization means that the category hierarchy has become too deep (Holst, 2016). 

Overcategorization occurs when product is wrongly implemented as mutually exclusive category scopes, 

when instead they should have been implemented as combinable filters. Therefore, when analyzing the 

tool and the results that come out of the prototype of the automated classification tool, all categories 

need a thoroughly investigation. This investigation includes searching and identifying overcategorization. 

As already mentioned, some products are in a grey area and can therefore fall in more than one main 

category.  

 

3.6. Conclusion 
This chapter provided the diagnosis of this master thesis. First the general HS classification process and 

the classification procedures are discussed, where afterwards the current classification process of 

Company X is discussed. In this discussion the flaws and mistakes in the current process are identified. 

The end of this chapters discusses some HS classification tools that already exists and are available for 

use. It was identified that keyword-based HS tools present unacceptably low levels of precision (the 

measure of relevance of returned results) and recall (the measure of accuracy of returned results). Tools 

that are based on category selection (or both category selection and keyword-based tools) provide in the 

first instance better results. This conclusion, that tools based on category selection provide better results, 

can be considered when specifying the automated classification tool. 
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4. Analysis 
This chapter focuses on several indicated risk that may influence the correctness of HS codes. This chapter 

will indicate solution strategies for the indicate problem and will focus on solving the problem by 

categorization. It will identify how tolerable the identified risks and problems are (Rausand, 2013). 

For this analysis several categories are identified. These categories all can influence the correctness of HS 

codes. These subjects are analyses of categories, parcels and products, duty tariffs, section/chapters and 

product category, clients, and customs supervision. Each category is analyzed with the data, and 

important stakeholders and/or experts are approached to gain more insights. The risk assessment will 

later be used in order to identify the risks and main points of concerns when designing the tool and all its 

specifications. The analysis might also be useful in order to identify any patterns in customs selections, in 

order to be ahead of these customs controls and maybe even reduce these in the future (Danet & Karlson, 

2007). 

Internal experts on classification were approached to have one-on-one interviews (Namiri & Stojanovic, 

2007). These interviews were done to gain insight in the classification and verification process. Together 

with the analyses based on the existing tools (which showed that tools that are based on category 

selection (or both category selection and keyword-based tools) provide in the first instance better results) 

introduced the method based on categorization. Correct categorization of products is essential for tasks 

such as assigning category specific rules for listing policy enforcement, charging insertion and final value 

fees, extracting relevant product-specific data or attributes, and determining reasonable shipping and 

handling fees. Moreover, the quality of products categorization plays a significant role in subsequent 

customer facing applications such as search, product recommendation, trust & safety, and product catalog 

building (Shen, Ruvini, & Sarwar, 2012). Besides, categorization of products is fundamental to many 

aspects during a product life cycle. This includes assigning relevant specifics, inspecting listing violation, 

charging insertion and final value fees, surfacing the item to users through either searching or browsing, 

and finally converting items to purchase (Shen et al., 2011). Correct classification based on categorization 

can expedite the custom clearance process by avoiding unnecessary non-compliance which can cause 

shipment delays, increased number of inspections, fines, and other administrative penalties (Ding et al., 

2015). The stressing issues and the importance of categorization in cross-border e-commerce will 

therefore ensure that a large part of this master thesis is based on categorization, and that the main part 

of the HS classification tool will be based on categorization.  
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4.1. Solution Strategies 
There are several solution strategies to solve the problem. Looking at the e-commerce chain in figure 5, 

the problem can be addressed when the client submits their declaration (at the beginning of the chain) or 

can be done afterwards by the company itself (at the end of the chain), doing a verification check based 

on a more punishment-based direction. Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages.  

Approach the incorrect HS classification problem in the beginning of the chain will create several 

advantages. At first, clients know their product specifications, and are better able to correctly classify their 

own products. Furthermore, clients can learn from doing it themselves, which improves their classification 

processes in the future. If clients have exported the goods in the past, the might now the exact HS code 

for it. Besides, approach the problem in the beginning of the chain will lead to less mistakes further up in 

the chain, reducing problems that might occur due to these mistakes. Disadvantages of trying to solve the 

problem at the beginning of the chain, is the question if clients are willing to make changes to their current 

classification process, and if clients are trustworthy enough, so that in the end you don’t have to do a final 

check/correcting, leading to addressing the problem both at the beginning and in the end of the chain, 

creating extra work.  The company should always remember that they are responsible for correct 

reporting to customs agencies, regardless of any classification the client suggests. Therefore it should be 

an important consideration in determining if the company should simply accept the suggest HS code from 

clients (Walsh, 2011) 

If we approach the problem at the end of the chain, the HS code classifications are done by the company 

itself. Doing it yourself provide some advantages. The company has inhouse classification experts. Doing 

it yourself can reduce the number of mistakes and fines. Furthermore, you have your classification process 

more under control. However, doing the classification at the end of the chain increases work, and 

verification of HS codes becomes more difficult.  
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4.2. Analyses of Categories  
For company X, in table 6 the most important product types for logistic service providers are provided. 

When a certain product type is selected, subcategories are there to refine the product search. These 

subcategories are further specified. After selecting the correct subcategory, the analyses can go further 

to material, construction, etc.  

In order to identify the most important categories for an e-commerce logistics service provider, several 

analyses were done. This includes looking at other logistics service providers, online tools, looking at the 

retail sector, and identifying categories by approaching experts. After this analysis 25 categories were 

identified to be the most important and most used ones, covering almost all incoming goods at the 

company. These 25 categories, refined with subcategories, will be tested and validated. These results will 

be analyzed, and the categories will be adjusted, refined, and updated to gain better results when 

updating and refining the tool. 

At first, we can narrow down the broad selection of categories which can be found overall the internet, 

to a specific category selection for cross-border e-commerce and the company. These commodities, that 

are not handled by the company, include among other things: food, beverages, animals, dangerous 

chemicals, and agricultural.  

Categories can be even further narrowed down by looking at how the retail sector handles the problem 

of classification and categorization and looking at how giants in the e-commerce industry deal with all 

products and items they sell. To structure and manage items effectively, retailers often organize items 

into a taxonomy of fine-grained categories. For instance, Amazon has a  category structure that has 

approximately 20,000 leaf categories which cover almost all of the goods that can be legally traded in the 

world (Shen, Ruvini, & Sarwar, 2012). Item data is extremely sparse and the distribution is skewed over 

categories, and exhibits heterogeneous characteristics across categories (Shen et al., 2011). It is 

interesting to see how two big retailers in the world define their Category 1 Product Types. In table 5 the 

Category 1 Product Types of Amazon and eBay are provided. For Amazon, we identified Amazon’s top 5 

European countries selling e-commerce products. The 5 key marketplaces for Amazon in Europe are UK, 

Germany, France, Italy and Spain. For all those countries, we identified their categories in the 

categorization of goods for e-commerce. They can be found in the table in appendix 1. By combining all 

the categories of all countries, and analyzing them, we came up with the following combined table for 

Amazon and all categories listed from eBay.  
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Table 5. Top Categories Amazon and eBay 

Looking at all those categories, in combination with categories from online classification tools and, in 

combination with the data analysis on used HS codes, we can create a table of categories that should 

cover all the incoming goods at the company. In this master thesis, these categories and subcategories, 

which will be investigated later, will be tested and evaluated for further development and refinement. 

These categories, provided in table 6, while provide the base for the automated classification tool and for 

the first testing phase of the tool. From the categories mentioned in table 6, we will further subdivide 

these categories. This subdivision will provide subcategories, general descriptions, and potential HS code. 

If we go even deeper, into subcategories, we came up with subcategories, adjacent to the earlier defined 

categories. For these subcategories please refer to appendix 2 

 
 

Categorization Department Amazon 
Apparel & Accessories Health & Personal Care Office Products 

Appliances Home & Kitchen Tools 

Automotive Industrial  Computers & Accessories 

Baby products Jewellery Pet Supplies 

Beauty Kindle Store Shoes & Handbags 

Books Lawn & Garden Software 

DVD Lighting Sports, Fitness & Outdoors 

Electronics Luggage & Bags Toys & Games 

Furniture Luxury Beauty Video Games 

Handmade Musical Instruments Watches 

Categorization Department eBay 

Appliances Health & Personal Care Sporting Equipment 

Arts, Crafts & Sewing Home & Kitchen Office Products 

Baby Products Industrial & Scientific Patio & Garden 

Bags & Accessories Jewelry Pet Care 

Books Mobile Phones Software 

Clothing & Accessories Movies & TV Tools & Home Improvement 

Electronics Music Toys & Games 

Footwear Musical Instruments Vehicles 

Furniture Video Games  

Category 1 Product Types after Selection 

Art & Craft Engines & Engine Parts General Parts/Equipment – 
Mechanical 

Pet Products 

Baby & Nursery Festive & Party Health & Personal Care Photography & Technology 

Bags & Accessories 

Bicycles & Accessories Fixings & Fasteners Home & Kitchen Sanitaryware 

Camping Equipment Footwear Lighting Sports, Fitness & Outdoors 

Clothing & Accessories Furniture Motor Vehicle Spare Parts Stationary 

Electrical Garden, Lawn & DIY Musical Instruments Toys & Games 

Table 6. Category 1 Product Types after selection 
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The World Customs Organization (WCO) created a list with goods that are difficult to classify. The have a 

close cooperation with Customs Authorities, and therefore have a good overview of goods that are often 

misclassified. In table 7 the goods that, according to the WCO, are difficult to classify are provided. A 

distinction between goods that are of importance and goods that are of non-importance for the e-

commerce sector is made. When designing and specifying the automated classification tool, we should 

create extra awareness when classifying these goods, in combination with chapters that are often 

misclassified. According to Chida & Hamer (2008), and Ding et al., (2015) HS codes starting with 22 

(Chapter 22) and 90 (Chapter 90) are two chapters that are more likely to be misclassified in practice. 

Individual product groups, including, monitors, cameras, and screws, are furthermore identified by more 

than one of the customs authorities in different countries, suggesting that these may be particularly 

complex to classify (Naess-Schmidt et al., 2014).  

Table 7. Goods that are difficult to classify according World Customs Organization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goods that are difficult to classify 

Products of importance for e-commerce Products of non-importance for e-commerce 

Aircraft parts Monitors Edible fruits, nuts and peel  - non-importance for e-commerce 

Audio and video 
equipment 

Pharmaceutical 
products 

Edible vegetables, roots and tubers  -  non-importance for e-
commerce 

Ceramics Placebos and 
comparators 

Herbal medicines, supplements and tonics - non-importance for e-
commerce 

Computers and 
software 

Plastics Rice - non-importance for e-commerce 

electric lamps Textile apparel Tobacco - non-importance for e-commerce 

Footwear Toys, games and sports 
equipment 

Iron and steel Vehicles, parts and 
accessories 

Leather Wood 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-aircraft-parts-and-accessories
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-monitors-for-import-and-export
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-edible-fruits-nuts-and-peel
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-audio-and-video-equipment
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-audio-and-video-equipment
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-pharmaceutical-products
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-pharmaceutical-products
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-edible-vegetables-roots-and-tubers
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-ceramics
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-placebos-and-comparators
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-placebos-and-comparators
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-herbal-medicines-supplements-tonics
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-computers-and-software
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-computers-and-software
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-plastics
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-rice
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-electric-lamps
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-textile-apparel
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-tobacco
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-footwear
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-toys-games-and-sports-equipment
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-toys-games-and-sports-equipment
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-iron-and-steel
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-vehicles
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-vehicles
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-leather
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/classifying-wood
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4.3. Parcels and Products 
In this section, we analyzed the dataset where all incoming parcels and goods are provided. It shows us 

the total parcels and products, and the total parcels and products in control. In figure 7 we see that over 

the past two years the total volume of parcels is increasing. This will also mean more declarations from 

clients, more controls and more HS codes to go wrong.  

 

Figure 7. Number of Parcels in years 2018 – 2019 

To gain an insight in how crucial the problem of custom control is, we analyzed the number of parcels and 

products in control by customs. In table 8 we see the total number of parcels, followed by the number of 

mean parcels / days. The total parcels in control and the mean parcels in control / day are given. This is 

also done for products, as some parcels can contain multiple products. What we see is that in 2017 

customs control was relatively high, mainly since the company was relatively new, leading to more 

controls, and they had to comply to new rules and regulations that their competitors do not as they have 

been grandfathered in the process of customs controls. We also see an increase in custom controls for 

the year 2019.   

Year Total 
Parcels 

Mean 
Parcels/Day 

Total Parcels 
in Control 

Mean Parcels in 
Control/Day 

Total 
Products 

Mean 
Products/Day 

Total products 
in Control 

Mean Products 
in Control/Day 

2017 334167 6819.73 3835 78,27 393646 8033,59 4871 99,41 

2018 3316556 9086,45 11209 30,71 3573607 9790,70 15005 41,11 

2019 3247624 20818,10 6486 41,58 3339073 21404,31 9507 60,94 

Total 6898347 12102,36 21530 37,77 7306326 12818,12 29383 51,55 
*Note that the data from 2017 is from the 11th of October. The data from 2019 is until the 5th of June 

Table 8. Total Parcels/Products and Controls from customs.  
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However, if we want to analyze the total customs corrections regarding HS codes, we come to a slightly 

different number of parcels and controls. The main reason for this is that there are many declarations 

from 2018/2019 that have not yet been finished/concluded by customs, which means that the number of 

(HS)corrections can still increase. Therefore, table 9 shows for the year 2018 the total products and control 

products that have finished declarations and that are released. It also indicates the number of incorrect 

HS codes, and the percentages regarding the total corrections. For the year 2019 the volume was still too 

low to analyze.  

Table 9. Total Products Released and Incorrect HS codes 

Figure 7 shows us a pie chart with the products under custom control in 2018. It shows the percentage 

incorrect HS codes versus other corrections customs made. These other corrections are:   

- The product mentioned by the client on the declaration does not match the product found in 

the parcel. 

- The price provided by the client on the declaration does not match the price provide on the 

website retrieved from the URL. 

- The indicated quantity on the declaration does not match the actual quantity in the parcel.  

Figure 8 shows us that incorrect HS codes is the most stressing issue relating to customs controls.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year Total 
Products 

Total Control 
Products Customs 

Total Control 
Products Released 

Total Incorrect 
HS code 

% Incorrect HS code 
of Total Products 

% Incorrect Hs code of 
Products in Control 

2018 1805419 3936 1991 1444 0,08% 72,53 

2019 894474 7910 ? 46 0,01% ? 
*Note that the data from 2018 is from the 16th of Augustus. The data from 2019 is until the 6th of March 

72,53%

27,47%

Products Under Custom  
Control 2018

Incorrect HS code

Other

Figure 8. Products under custom control 2018, correct by either HS code or other  
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4.4. Duty Tariffs 
The dataset to analyze the risk category duty tariffs, is a data set that shows us when customs selected a 

parcel for control, and where the HS code did not line up with what they believe the correct HS code 

should be. This data set included the aligned duty in percentage, both from original given code, as from 

the (by customs provided) corrected HS code. An analysis is made to see if the change in tariff duty, 

belonging to a specific HS code, may have an influence on the frequencies of the incorrect HS codes. To 

analyze this, an overview is made of the differences and changes in HS codes, to see if a pattern can be 

identified.  

In total, customs identified 1459 HS corrections in the last six months (length of the data set). From 12 of 

those corrections, the customs tariff duty was not present. Therefore, these corrections where either 

supplemented with the correct percentage of duty tariff, found from the official government website, or 

where left out in the analyses. This creates a total N = 1447. 

From those corrections, 958 (65.7%) lead to a correction with a higher duty. 142 corrections (9.7%) lead 

to a lower duty tariff, where the rest 347 (23.8%) had a change in the HS code, but not in the duty tariff 

(see table 10). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Table 10. Changes in Duty Tariffs (percentages) 

From this table we can already see that more than 65% of changes made by customs lead to a higher 

percentage of duty tariff, suggesting that clients tried to avoid paying high duty tariffs. In order to look 

deeper into this problem, more analyses about the heights of duty tariffs percentages and the corrections 

made by customs are made.  The original percentages of duty tariff and their corresponding HS code varies 

between 0 – 12%. After HS correction of customs, this varies from 0 to 16.9%.  

 

Change in duty tariff (%) 

 Frequency Percentage 

Change to Higher Duty tariff % 958 65.7% 

Change to Lower Duty tariff % 142 9.7% 

No Change in Duty tariff % 347 23.8% 

Total 1459 100.0% 
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If we compare original client percentages and the corrected customs duty tariffs, we see the following: 

Table 11. Ranges of Original Percentage Duty Tariff              Table 12. Ranges of Custom corrected percentage duty tariff 

From table 11 and table 12 histograms can be made to show the underlying frequency distribution. Note 

the differences between bars in the histogram (figure 9). When clients declare their goods, most items 

are classified in the 0 percentages duty tariff category. After correction of customs, a shift is made to 

higher percentages of duty tariffs.   

 
Figure 9. Histogram client original and corrected tariff 
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Ranges Original Percentages Duty Tariff 

Range in Percentage Frequency  Percentage 

0 876 60% 

0,1 – 2,5 76 5.2% 

2,5 – 5,0 417 28.6% 

5,0 – 7,5 39 2.7% 

7,5 – 10,0 8 0.5% 

10,0 – 12,0 43 2.9% 

Total 1459 100% 

Ranges Custom Percentages Duty Tariff 

Range in Percentage Frequency  Percentage 

0 202 13.8% 

0 – 2,5 228 15.6% 

2,5 – 5,0 707 48,5% 

5,0 – 7,5 153 10,5% 

7,5 – 10,0 62 4,2% 

10,0 – 17,0 95 6,5% 

Total 1447 100% 
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In the appendix an overview of all corrections per HS code can be found.  

In section 4.4 the riskiest chapters are identified. For each of these chapters, we will analyze the range of 

duty tariffs percentages. Chapters that have this range is broad (e.g. products with tariffs ranging from 0.0 

percentage to 15.0 percentage) might be more riskier chapters, in the sense of choosing different HS 

codes due to the range and difference in tariffs that must be paid. If the chapters have a smaller range, 

the chance that a client chooses an HS code that has a totally different duty tariff is smaller. This gives an 

indication which chapters have broad differences in duty tariffs.   

 

Figure 10. Duty Tariff Ranges and differences in chapters 

Looking further into the products that had a higher duty increase, we can see several interesting things. 

Most clients provided HS codes with corresponding 0.0% duty tariffs. These are most of the time corrected 

to HS codes with duty tariffs between 2.5 % and 5.0%. Figure 10 shows that some of the most used and 

important chapters, have enormous differences in their tariffs. Some of these ranges are from 0.0% duty 

tariff up to almost 18.0%.   
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4.5. Section/Chapters and Product Category 
In this section, we will investigate in which phase of the 10-digit HS code the most corrections are made. 

First, we will analyze, how many of the corrections made change the product and HS code to a completely 

new chapter (this means, if there is a correction by customs, is the correction already made on the first 

two digits (chapters), or is the correction made on the digits thereafter.   

From the 1459 corrections, 563 (38.6%) HS codes where corrected into a different chapter (different first 

two digits. For the rest, 896 (61,4%) the first two digits were correct, but customs identified a mistake in 

the successive digits (headings, subheadings, country-specific tariffs and statistical breakdown. This 

indicates that most of the goods are classified in the correct chapter, but that most mistakes are made 

thereafter, when headings and subheadings play a role.  

Looking at the headings (the first 4 digits), we see that from the corrections not made in the first two digits 

(N= 896), in total, 303 (33,82%) corrections resulted into a different heading, where 593 (66,18%) HS codes 

contained the correct first 4-digits after corrections. Looking at the subheadings (the first 6 digits), we see 

that from the correction not made in the first four digits (N = 593), in total, 332 corrections resulted into 

a different subheading, where 261 HS codes contained the correct first 6-digits after correction.  Looking 

at the Country-specific (the last four digits), we see that from the correction not made in the first 6 digits 

(N = 261), in total 252 corrections resulted into a different country-specific HS code, where only 9 

contained the correct first 8-digits. Figure 11 provides an overview of this analysis 

First Two HS code 
Digits Correct

Wrong Chapter

38.6%

First Four HS Code 
Digits Correct

61.4%

No

Yes

66.2%

No

Yes First Six HS Code 
Digits Correct

56.0%

44.0%

Wrong Heading

Wrong 
SubHeading

33.8%

First 8 HS Code 
Digits Correct

96.6%

Wrong Country 
Specifc Code last 4 

Digits

3.4%

Wrong Country 
Specific Code last 

2 Digits

No

No

Yes

Yes

N = 1459

N = 896

N = 563

N = 303

N = 593

N = 332

N = 261

N = 252

N = 9
 

Figure 11. Decision tree wrong and correct HS-code digits 
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In the next section, we investigate which chapters the most mistakes are made in. In table 13 and table 

14 the top 10 of chapters and frequencies of HS codes that were wrong at the first two digits are shown. 

For the full table please refer to appendix 2 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 13. Most Frequent Chapters Original HS Code                   Table 14. Most Frequent Chapters Corrected HS Code 

Looking at the specific sections where most mistakes are made, we see that there are several chapters 

that are more likely to be misclassified. Based on literature we already identified that chapter 90 is one of 

the most problematic groups. Looking at table 13 and 14, chapter 85 is often incorrectly classified.  

Some of the products are classified according to its material composition. Table 15 provides an indication, 

if the product belongs to a product group, which 2-digit HS codes are suitable for that specific product 

and the average duty tariff. This can be another guideline for the specification of the tool.  

Most Frequent Chapters Corrected HS Code 

Chapter Frequency % of total * 

39 85 15.1% 

42 21 3.7% 

63 43 7.6% 

82 19 3.4% 

84 28 5.0% 

85 107 19.0% 

90 13 2.3% 

94 114 20.2% 

95 25 4.4% 

96 16 2.8% 

Most Frequent Chapters Original HS Code 

Chapter Frequency % of total * 

39 33 5.9% 

40 37 6.6% 

42 47 8.3% 

73 26 4.6% 

84 41 7.3% 

85 131 23.3% 

90 63 11.2% 

94 24 4.3% 

95 43 7.6% 

96 18 3.2% 

Product Groups 2-digit HS codes Average Duty Tariff (2017) 

Textiles 13, 14, 23, 24, 25, 26, 31, 35, 40, 44, 45, 46, 99 3.02% 

Chemicals 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 1.44% 

Plastic and Rubber 39, 40 2.28% 

Paper 26, 47, 48, 49     - 

Precious Metals 68, 69, 70, 71 0.58% 

Metals 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83 1.86% 

Machinery 84, 85, 88, 89 0.97% 

Miscellaneous 94,95,96 1.60% 

Vehicles 86, 87, 88 2.14% 

Other Industrial Products 25, 44, 65, 66, 67, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 99 1.46% 

Fuels 27, 99 0.33% 

Table 15. Product Groups and corresponding 2-digit HS codes 
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4.6. Clients 
With the current rules, we can identify the total number of products declared by clients, and if the ruling 

system of Company X hit on it positively or negatively (positively means that, based on the rules, the client 

chose the correct HS code, where negative means that the client chose the wrong HS code. No Hit means 

that the current rules gave no exclusion. Client names are not presented due to confidently. When 

implementing the tool, client with a lot of negative hits should have extra awareness.  

Table 16. Hits from current rules per client 

Table 17 contains all top product descriptions from the top 10 clients from the last 6 months. These 

products are of major importance, and when validating the tool these products must be included in the 

test data set.  

Table 17. Top 5 products from top 10 clients in the e-commerce 

Name Client Total Products Positive Hit % Negative Hit % No Hit % 

Client 1 3439 2844 82,69846 197 5,728409 398 11,57313 

Client 2 5764 179 3,105482 1809 31,38446 3776 65,51006 

Client 3 6601 1 0,015149 0 0 6600 99,98485 

Client 4 14456 4120 28,50028 2073 14,34007 8263 57,15966 

Client 5 25169 5124 20,35838 1374 5,459097 18671 74,18253 

Client 6 27085 2994 11,05409 4431 16,35961 19660 72,5863 

Client 7 28414 587 2,065883 781 2,748645 27046 95,18547 

Client 8 28611 1777 6,210898 2215 7,741778 24619 86,04732 

Client 9 65207 7329 11,23959 8930 13,69485 48948 75,06556 

Client 10 120970 20605 17,03315 12947 10,70265 87418 72,2642 

Product Quantity Product Quantity Product Quantity 

BATTERY 6794 DRESS 1254 STORAGE BOX 518 

POWER BANK 3954 SHAWL 1146 CHANDELIER 514 

PCB MODULE 2862 POWER SUPPLY 1060 ORAL IRRIGATOR 491 

HEADSET 2533 LAMPS 1045 ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE 
ACCESSORIES 

477 

ESSENTIAL OIL SET 2446 ELECTRIC SCOOTER 1027 GADGET 469 

VACUUM CLEANER 2439 LAPTOP BATTERY 957 WOMEN'S DRESS 455 

HEADPHONES 1955 DRIP FITTING 834 HAMMOCK 434 

3D PRINTER 1948 CHARGER 795 MOTOR 349 

ROBOT VACUUM 
CLEANER 

1704 PEN TABLETS 748 SCARF 347 

WIRED KEYBOARD 
AND MOUSE 

1666 PLAYER 704 POLYESTER DRESS 311 

GAMING HEADSET 1628 GRAPHICS TABLET 678 UNISEX SUMMER HAT 278 

NAIL ART 
DECORATION TOOLS 

1460 DRAWING DISPLAY 675 HEADBAND 226 

TUNIC 1384 GRATER 674 CAR VACUUM CLEANER 102 

CAMERA 1301 TRICYCLE 667   
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4.7. Customs supervision 
The main question is to identify if the selection of customs is purely random, or if it is possible to identify 

a pattern. It is interesting to see which products and HS codes customs often checks, and to see to which 

HS codes customs authorities most often change the codes to.  

Customs will never provide information about how they select the different parcels for control. They do 

not disclose the examination information to the trade community due to national security risks. However, 

what we do know, is that elements such as shipper, importer, tariff number, HS code, price, and country 

of origin or export are all taken under analytical consideration (Brigstock, 2017). Although most of the 

customs examinations are completely random, there are some track records that follows a company and 

the supply chain. If you are a first-time importer, custom authorities will likely examine your first few 

shipments in order to establish credibility. Also, if you are a repeat offender, customs might raise the flag 

on your shipments. In figure 12, a visual representation of how custom authorities execute risk assessment 

is provided.  

Figure 12. Risk assessment custom authorities.  

The WCO study report on Cross-Border E-commerce describes report describes that the use of digital and 

electronic systems provides customs with several opportunities for improving clearance and delivery 

process. Once the goods arrive, based on the risk assessment described in figure 13, they can be inspected, 

if needed, and released immediately (World Customs Organization, 2017).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 13. Process World Customs Organization  
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Not only clients provide incorrect HS codes. If we analyze customs corrections from the last 6 months, we 

concluded that some of the same goods, classified by customs, at some of the goods, customs classify the 

same goods, with the same ASIN code and URL, with different HS codes. An Amazon Standard 

Identification Number (ASIN) is a 10-character alphanumeric unique identifier assigned by Amazon and its 

partners for product identification within the Amazon organization (“Product UPCs and GTINs – Amazon 

Seller Central,” n.d.).  

 

Figure 14. Histogram with same products with multiple HS codes classified by customs 

In total from 1144 unique product/ASIN, a total of 83 have two or more different HS codes allocated to 

them. So, around 7.3% of the goods with an ASIN are misclassified by customs. 

Unique ASIN Total number of different HS codes for Unique ASIN Percentage 

1144 83 7.26% 

 

A product with unique ASIN: B0711CYY1Q, an auto radio Bluetooth was classified by customs with 5 

different HS codes. All are classified in chapter 85: Electrical machinery and equipment and parts thereof; 

sound recorders and reproducers, television image and sound recorders and reproducers, and parts and 

accessories of such articles. Four of the goods where classified in Heading/Subheading 8527 (Reception 

apparatus for radio-broadcasting, whether or not combined, in the same housing, with sound recording or 

reproducing apparatus or a clock.), where one of the goods was classified in heading 8525 (Transmission 

apparatus for radio-broadcasting or television, whether or not incorporating reception apparatus or sound 

recording or reproducing apparatus; television cameras, digital cameras and video camera recorders). 

Interesting to notice that all 5 different HS codes provided by customs correspond to different duty tariffs. 

This can affect client’s margins.  

0
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40
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80

Number of HS codes

Same products (ASIN) with multiple HS codes by 
customs

Produdcts with 2 different HS codes Products with 3 different HS codes
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ASIN: B0711CYY1Q
Auto Radio Bluetooth

8527212000
8.8% duty

8527215900
0.0% duty

8525809190
2.5% duty

8527219800
10.0% duty

8527290000
7.5% duty

 

Figure 15. 1 unique ASIN code, classified by customs with 5 different HS codes 

If we look at the time customs has parcels in control, we do not see a huge different in duty tariffs and 

the time parcels are held in control. Therefore, during this master thesis we do not focus on the time a 

parcel is in control in combination with different HS codes.  

Figure 16. Histogram Original client tariff and time in control in days 

Customs does not provide a lot of information about their goods and the classification and verification 

processes. However, we identified a list from 2017 with the 10 most critical products and the explanations 

of why they are critical for the Dutch Customs Authorities (Table 18). When implementing the tool, these 

products should have extra attention.   

Table 18. Most critical products for Dutch Customs Authorities 2017 

Goods Non-conformity 

Synthetic Hair Low Value 

Watch Low Value (75%) and counterfeit (25%) 

Airsoft Gun Below 2 Joules Recipient of the goods must be a member of the Dutch Airsoft Interest 
Association 

Leather Jacket Low Value 

Camera Lens Low Value 

Hard Disk Drive Low Value 

Car CD (Music) Player Low Value 

(Raw) Tobacco Excise Duty 

iPhone Counterfeit 

USB Cables Low value and product safety 
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4.8. Conclusion 
This chapter provided the analysis of this master thesis. After concluding these analyses, several solution 

strategies will be discussed. These solution strategies will be elaborated in the next  chapter.  

The changes in the histograms of figure 6, 7 and 8 can be explained by the fact that importers seek 

alternative ways of tariff evasion, such as underreporting of quantities and product misclassification. 

Importers may misrepresent the product code in order to benefit form a lower tariff rate that applies to 

a different, but similar product. These low tariffs on similar products make it more attractive for dishonest 

importers to misclassify their products into a lower tariff category (Javorcik & Narciso, 2017). There are 

even companies that investigate what the most favorable tariff number is for the trader product and 

recommend it for use. We try to look for evidence of evasion through misclassification of goods. Later in 

this thesis we take an extra look for the average weighted tariff in the same 4-digit HS category. The 

rationale for this is that lower tariffs on similar products make it more attractive for dishonest importers 

to misclassify their products into a lower tariff category. 

As mentioned above, custom authorities sometimes classify the same product with different HS codes. 

This is a stressing issue when implementing the tool. The tool will only provide one, verified, HS code per 

product. Therefore, it is of huge importance to determine the correct and final HS code per product. This 

will mainly be done by making use of historical data from custom corrections and based on data gathered 

form the verification tool. It must be taken in mind that, when validating the tool, some HS codes needs 

to have more attention than others. When verifying the tool, all HS codes which provide uncertainties for 

customs, needs extra attention. This will be determined by examining customs corrections and based on 

expertise from employees.  

From now on we focus on solving the inaccurate HS classification problem by the client. This means, 

providing a tool which clients can use in order to correctly HS classify their goods. To provide a tool useful 

for clients, multiple developments steps of one approach are investigated. These dimensions include a 

hierarchical categorization dimension based on cascading down into categories, a dimension based on 

matching ASIN with HS codes, and a machine-based learning approach using artificial intelligence. All 

dimensions/steps will be elaborated in chapter 5, where we also look to the feasibilities of each 

dimension.  
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5. Solution Design 
In this master thesis two activities are central: analysis and design. Where in analysis the dominant logic 

is from question to answer, in the design phase it is rather from solution to specifications (van Aken et al., 

2012). In the previous chapters we analyzed the problem, and a literature study has been conducted 

concerning the field of cross-border e-commerce and HS classifications. In this chapter the focus shifts 

towards designing a solution to the problem. In order words designing and specifying an automated HS 

classification tool for clients use. First a method for verification of categories is presented. After this the 

hierarchical taxonomy is explained. In section 5.3 three development steps are described. 

5.1. Verification of Categories 
The last step is to identify potential solutions for an e-commerce fitted tool, creating optimal 

categories/attributes for companies obtaining in the e-commerce. In order to identify these solutions and 

specializations for e-commerce, internal stakeholders are interviewed, and data of other HS classification 

tool are analyzed to identify certain ramifications and constrictions in the tool for certain products.  Before 

it is possible to develop a fitting methodology for this research project it is firstly important to identify 

what is already present and what this research project should add to that basis. 

The harmonized system uses a hierarchy of different levels for classifying goods. Section, Chapter, 

Heading, Subheading, Tarif item, Statistical Suffix. Therefore, it is quite natural to employ a hierarchical 

classification approach for the classification tool. We start with one, all-inclusive cluster and, at each step, 

we split a cluster until only singleton clusters of individual points remain. The first step in our solution 

design is to decide, at each step, which cluster to split and how to perform the split. In order to start with 

this hierarchical classification approach, it is important to identify if the selected categories in chapter 4.1 

are suitable for all incoming products.  
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The proposed Hierarchical Product Classification framework requires a given category hierarchy, without 

existing product description associations. In order to verify the selected categories in chapter 4, we can 

identify three scenarios that occur when assigning and classifying a product. If a product matches one of 

the 25 identified categories, this product is classified and assigned to one of these categories. If the 

product does not immediately match one of the categories, two different steps can be taken. A new 

category can be added to the hierarchy tree, or, one of the categories and subcategories is slightly 

adjusted so that the products can be assigned to one of the categories. The process of adding and refining 

categories is a continuous process and will be continued during the implementation of the tool. Therefore, 

an option will be built into the tool to change and add categories and subcategories. In combination with 

the evolving nature of both the Harmonized System and the cross-border e-commerce environment, the 

tool will stay up to date and feasible because of this implementation for adjustments and changes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. 
Possible scenarios for verifying categories.  
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5.2. Hierarchical Taxonomy  
In figure 18 the classification system, which is the core of the Hierarchical Product Classification 

framework is provided. This framework is based on Vandic et al., (2018). This classification system is used 

to classify product descriptions and it consists of a hierarchy of classification nodes. The classification is 

based on the top-down approach. This system proposes the so-called K-level top-down approach, where 

K >1. The parameter K is the highest level of the product taxonomy where classifier nodes will be placed.   

The hierarchical clustering technique/algorithm presented above can be graphically displayed as a tree, 

called a dendrogram. This tree graphically displays the merging process and the intermediate steps. In this 

master thesis solution design, we use the divisive approach for generating a hierarchical clustering. This 

means starting with one, all-inclusive cluster and, at each step, split a cluster until only singleton cluster 

of individual points remain. At each step, the decision has to be made which cluster to split and how to 

perform the split (Steinbach, Karypis, & Kumar, 2000).  

Figure 18. K level top-down approach for K = N 

As is evident in figure 18 above, the categories we want to predict are hierarchical with different levels. 

An example where he category column would be split in several levels, as a small part is shown below. 

Main Category  Sub Cat 1 Sub Cat 2 Sub Cat 3 Sub Cat 4 

Bags & Accessories Accessories Umbrella Telescopic shaft  

Bags & Accessories Watches Wristwatch Not Electrically Operated Automatic Winding 

Bags & Accessories Watches Pocket watch Not Electrically Operated  

Lighting Bulbs & Lamps Filament Reflector Lamp  

Toys Playset Boys Action Figure Playset  

Home & Kitchen Kitchenware Kitchen Water Jugs & Filters Measuring Jug 
Table 19. Training data with categories broken into sub-levels 

 

Example Classifier system for K = N

Classified by first classifier

Home & Kitchen Lightning

Kitchenware Tableware Machinery & 
Mechanical Parts

PartsBulb & LampsHousehold
Household 
Electrical Non-ElectricElectric Shades

Baking Food Storage... DischargeFilament

Level = 0

Level = 1

Level = 2…. …..
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Clients start with selecting the main category (in the case for the last row: Home & Kitchen). After selecting 

the main category, the client can select one of the subcategories. After selecting a subcategory 

(Kitchenware), the client must select another subcategory (Kitchen) and another category (Water Jugs & 

Filters). In some cases, the client also must specify the material/construction where the product is made 

from. The final product displayed should now match with the client’s product, and the tool displays the 

correct and corresponding HS code the client should use when submitting a declaration. 

For this process mentioned in figure 18 we need a list of categories, subcategories, and valid 

materials\selection. In order to get this data and validate it, several handlings must be carried out. 

Important when selecting the categories, subcategories and products/materials is the level of disjunction 

between the categories. Categories must be enough disjunct. In order to optimize these categories and 

the disjunction of these, a Browse Tree Guide can be used. Amazon uses a BTG helping them to correctly 

categorize their products and provides them with unique keywords and numbers that they use on their 

product listing. For them it means their products are more likely to be optimized on the search and fit 

more comfortably into the specified main category.  

It is of huge importance that when implementing a classification tool based on categorization, that the 

main categories are disjunct. Disjunction between categories means that two main categories have a lack 

of correspondence and have no overlap with each other.  It is recommended to have not too many top-

level categories. Too many categories, cryptically worded categories, categories with hardly any products 

in them, are diluting the classification process. The classification tools that were investigated before have 

a tendency, rather than taking the time and effort to accurately categorize and subcategorize, to instead 

throw thing on the site as a category. eBay and Amazon provide around the 25 main categories. After 

these main categories, subcategories within the specific category should be indicated, however, these 

should also never be more than a few. The reason for keeping the number of categories small, creating a 

flat model, is that when implementing machine-based learning, you have no way of communicating to 

search engines what the real relationship separations is. This affects and dilutes the ability to drive more 

strength to the main categories. Furthermore, it is important that the categories are based on the 

audience, in this case cross-border e-commerce.  Filters allow you to narrow down the items in a category 

based on certain attributes. Filters and categories should be separated and disjunct. What is of importance 

is that if product attributes are the same across the different product types, then the set of product types 

should be implemented as filters.  
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The tool is built in such a way that nothing is set in stone. It is designed in order that the user is always 

able to tweak, alter, or change categories and subcategories. This is mainly done because of the high 

changes in the cross-border e-commerce, and the fact that the tool is based on analytics that can change 

quite often.  

Furthermore, during the validation of the tool, not only the correctness of the HS codes is validated, but 

there is also looked into the conjunction and disjunction between the different categories and 

subcategories. Besides it is investigated and validated if the tool is time-saving for employees when using. 

This will be evaluated for a possible reclassification and recategorization of the tool. In the next chapter 

the design strategy is elaborated. This design strategy consists of three development steps.  
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5.3. Design Strategy 
In this section, the 3 development steps are discussed. Figure 19 gives an overview of the 3 development 

steps investigated in this thesis. Later in this thesis the feasibility of these development steps is discussed.  

5.3.1. Development Step 1 
The steps that a client should go through during their classification process are specified in figure 19. In 

step 1, a client selects one of the 25 categories specified in appendix 2. If a client finds the category where 

they think their product is allocated, the tool automatically provides subcategories which a client can 

select. If needed, another level of subcategories must be selected afterwards. Lastly, the client selects the 

valid sub materials/construction. If all fields are identified, the tool should provide the correct HS code. 

The client cascades until finding the right product and corresponding HS code. The underlying model for 

this is based on the hierarchical taxonomy, as explained in section 5.2.   

Client enters product search 
term 

Client

Client selects one of 25 
categories

Tool provides subcategories, 
client select corresponding 

subcategory

Tool provides subcategories, 
client select corresponding 

subcategory

Tool provides HS code

If needed, clients selects valid 
sub materials

Client provides URL with ASIN

Database set of 
reviewed URL 

with 
correspoding HS

Phase 3

Machine Based 
Learning for 
hierarchical 

product 
categorization. 

Database with 
categories/

subcategories 
and HS code

Phase 2Phase 1

 

Figure 19. Step 1 of the solution design 
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During the verification process, carried out by employees of the company, client’s declarations are 

checked. These are checked on their HS code, and on the description provided. If the description is ‘bad’, 

the description is adjusted to a more suitable description. This is both useful for the tool, where you can 

trace back the descriptions to the products following out of the category selection and assigning a HS 

code. Other data is extracted and provided manually. This manually input process can be speed up by 

looking at historical data but is mainly done by expert knowledge. One way to improve this manually input 

process is to search for ‘General Product Description’ with Combined Nomenclature code. Several 

countries published reports of previous classifications they did, and they are online available.  

A small guideline on how to work with the tool, and how to classify or select categories when experiencing 

difficult goods will be added to the tool. Items that might be difficult to classify, for example when 

selecting the right sub material, are items packaged as a set. If client’s items are packaged in a set that 

can be used separately, each item should be classified individually. If they cannot be used separately, the 

item should be classified under the most significant item in that set. An item can also be made of more 

than one substance. Generally, if an item is made of 2 substances (for example, clothing that is made of 

60 percentage cotton and 40 percentage polyester) the item should usually classify as being made from 

the higher percentage content. 

The above process can be time-consuming for the client and selecting a wrong subcategory can result in 

incorrect classifications from clients. Therefore, in step 2, an extra option (specifying URL) will be included 

in the specifications for the automated tool.  

5.3.2. Development Step 2 
In this second development step, the build tool/platform is extended. Clients can not only select the right 

category but can also insert the corresponding URL for their product (figure 20). When clients insert the 

URL (from Amazon, the tool will provide an HS code that belongs to the specified ASIN (Amazon Standard 

Identification Number). An ASIN is a 10-character alphanumeric unique identifier assigned by Amazon and 

its partners for product identification within the Amazon organization (“Product UPCs and GTINs – 

Amazon Seller Central,” n.d.).  

In order to assign the correct HS code to the specified URL, a database set of reviewed URLs/product 

description, from the existing database is needed. Data can be pulled from the current mass reviews that 

have been done so far. This data must be cleaned up, by cleaning the URL’s and produce a unique list for 

reviews. This database would then have a set of reviewed URL’s/product descriptions. If the client enters 

the URL with a corresponding ASIN, the ASIN would get auto reviewed an automatically a HS code 
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corresponding by the declared URL will be provided for the client. At first, only URL from Amazon are 

included, because they have an assigned ASIN. In the future, other websites/URL’s might also be included. 

This second development step would be an extra check following up on the first step. Problems in this 

step arise in the fact that, based on historical data, customs classified same ASINs (same products) with 

different HS codes. In the analysis part, we identified that, in a small test data set (N = 1144) the number 

of double HS code for the same ASIN was around 7 percent. This is a problem that might create awareness 

for the classification tool. If there is not one correct answer, the tool should either provided the best fitting 

answer, or should provide a list with possible answer. However, showing a list with potential correct HS 

codes can still ensure that the client end up with the wrong HS code.  

In the evaluation and learning part we dive deeper into this problem and provide an answer on the 

question how reliable the derivation of HS codes from URL/ASIN is.  
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Figure 20. Step 2 of the solution design 
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5.3.3. Development Step 3 
Artificial intelligence can be used to classify goods or perform customs inspections  (Carlan, Kerkhof, Sys, 

& Vanelslander, 2018). As firms in the cross-border e-commerce industry continue to expand, automation 

on all levels becomes a must and is becoming one of their top investment priorities. Therefore, a tool 

based on artificial intelligence and using machine based learning will become useful in the future 

(Kołaczkowski & Gawrysiak, 2011).   

 The HS classification tool is designed to accomplish several tasks. At first it enriches material information 

by extracting information from sources such as internal databases and other data files. It uses data text 

mining and natural language processing to understand and cleanse product description from clients. The 

tool should apply pattern recognition to identify materials and should learn from training data and 

improve based on client’s users input.  Figure 21 shows the differences between manual classification and 

automated classification based on artificial intelligence and machine based learning (Jacques & Moris, 

2018).  

 

Figure 21. Material Classification Automation 

 

 

The last step is building a tool using specialized domain knowledge and artificial intelligence technologies. 

Those technologies include natural language processing and information retrieval. The reason to include 
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artificial intelligence lays in the fact that Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in supply chain 

technology has become a hot topic in the last years (Banker, 2017). An algorithm based on machine 

learning that solves the task of categorization must develop a deep understanding for what the product 

is. After this, the algorithm must determine with taxonomy is most appropriate. As already mentioned, 

the categories are of a hierarchical taxonomy, therefore for providing the correct HS code for one single 

product, the algorithm needs to make multiple correct decisions in a row (Krishnan, 2018). The task of 

text classification consists in assigning a product or text line to one category, based on the semantic 

content of the text line/product. This text classification runs in two modes: The training phase and the 

prediction (or classification) phase (Khan, Baharudin, Lee, & Khan, 2010). 
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Figure 22. Step 3 of the solution design 

In this development step, the system allows clients to describe products in their own words, checks to see 

if there is enough relevant detail to assign an HS code automatically, and if not, asks for extra relevant 

questions. Conceptually, the HS code classification process can be framed into a two-step challenge. 

Firstly, we want to identify what the product is. Secondly, we should look for the specific attributes 

required to make the decision (kind of material, etc.). The second part is arguably the toughest challenge 
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for a machine learning algorithm. Besides, identifying what attributes it should be looking for, it also must 

extract the attribute for the product, while also understanding what attribute values are permissible. 

Implementing Steps hierarchical product categorization  
 The steps for product categorization are pre-processing, model estimation, model validation & 

optimization. A more detailed description for the steps for hierarchical product categorization using 

machine-based learning as provided in table 20. In the next sections all steps are explained in detail.   

Table 20. Steps for Hierarchical Product Categorization using Machine Based Learning 

Step 1: Sampling 
As already mentioned in this master thesis, item data is extremely sparse and the distribution is skewed 

over categories, and exhibits heterogeneous characteristics across categories (Shen et al., 2011). Stratified 

random sampling is used to ensure equitable representation from each category.  

Step 2: Data Pre-Processing 
First pre-processing steps are n-grams, removing of numbers, punctuations, and contents within brackets, 

removing stop-words and stemming/lemmatization. Inconsequential words like articles (a, an, the), 

prepositions, and conjunctions are removed. Stemming and lemmatization prune a word to its root. All 

words are in their simple present forms, and plural words must become singular.  

Step 3: Training 
Different classification models can be applied. Some popular algorithms which are used for text 

classification are Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbor 

classifier. 

Step 4: Parameter Optimizing  
All algorithms have several model parameters which can be tuned and optimized. Several values and 

ranges are provided for each parameter to see which values of the parameters give the best results.  

Step 5: Nesting 
This is the meaty part where the model moves from predicting the main category level to predicting 

different sub-level. As explained earlier, there are as many models are there are groups in the previous 

Steps for Hierarchical Product Categorization using Machine Based Learning 

Step 1 Sampling 

Step 2 Pre-Processing 

Step 3 Training 

Step 4 Parameter Optimization 

Step 5 Model Nesting 

Step 6 Validation 
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level. The same model is trained separately for each group with its own train data consisting of products 

from that group. 

Step 6: Validation 
The trained model can be used to predict the product categories from a file in batch mode 

In development step 3, we are providing a model build on data text mining. Due to bad product description 

of clients when submitting a product, this is still a considerable challenge. Pre-approved descriptions could 

be a solution to solve the bad product descriptions of client, where each pre-approved description would 

be linked to the proper HS code. This would drastically improve the classification process. Also, blockchain 

technology can help further integration if standardization is achieved (Korpela, Hallikas, & Dahlberg, 

2017).  

5.4. Scoping of Implementation Design  
Ideally all three steps will be carried out after each other, and all results will be analyzed and compared. 

If all three steps provide always the same HS code, the tool is working perfectly. If not, differences should 

be investigated, and the correct code should be identified. After that, a look must be taken to the 

tools/step that proved incorrect codes, and the tool should be adjusted to prevent future happening of 

this incorrect classification. At first, only step 1 will be implemented. This is mainly due to the level of 

difficulty for the second and third development step, given the timespan of this master thesis. The third 

development step also requires a deep understanding of artificial intelligence and machine-based 

learning.   

The cross-border e-commerce environment is a rapid changing environment in which custom authorities 

constantly change and adjust their time and attention. This creates changes in urgencies for projects that 

are carried out by Company X. The HS project was at the start of the master thesis very urgent, but due 

to changes from customs controls, the urgency of the correctness of HS codes is reduced. This ensured 

that other projects became more important, making the implementation of all development steps less 

feasible. This, in combination with time constraints and lacking inhouse knowledge about artificial 

intelligence and machine-based learning ensures that in this master thesis only for development step 1 a 

prototype will be implemented. The final goal of the master thesis was to define and specify an automated 

classification tool for clients for e-commerce products and their HS code? The other steps will be 

investigated and elaborated, however the real implementation will be done in a later stage, after the 

master thesis has already been completed.    
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6. Intervention  
In this intervention step, the solution to the business problem is implemented at the company. 

Development step 1 is implemented. First all specifications of the prototype of the tool are presented, 

after which the prototype of the automated tool is implemented. A validation has been devised and 

described and the results will be feasible in the next chapter.    

6.1. Specifications Development Step 1 
In order to reduce the misclassifications by clients, an automated HS classification tool is developed. The 

automated classification tool should be able to help clients classify their products with the corresponding 

and correct HS code. The tool is intended for client use and focusses entirely on their classification process. 

Clients’ needs to be able to select their product category, and from their one cascading down into more 

specific subcategories until they found their product with corresponding HS code.  

At the main platform of the tool, a client should be able to select one of the 25 main categories. These 

main categories, with their corresponding subcategories are displayed in the appendix, and can also be 

found in the excel sheet. After the client selected a main category, they can select subcategories. After 

this, a list with potential product matches and HS codes should appear. Clients choose the best suitable 

product description and corresponding HS code.  

Clients should both be able to select one of the main 25 categories, corresponding to their product they 

want to classify. They should also be able to fill in a line with their product description, so a free text field 

where a product description can be entered. After selecting one of the categories, a new pop up bar 

should be visible, with new subcategories, corresponding to the main category already selected. If the 

clients have selected the main category and a subcategory, already a list with potential products and HS 

codes will show up. Clients can either search their product in this list or repeat the previous step by 

selecting another (sub)subcategory if possible.  

The final step for the client is to select (if needed) a valid sub materials/selection. This field is not 

mandatory. After this selection procedure, the tool should display the product with the corresponding HS 

code. If the selection matches more products, more products and HS codes are displayed in a list. Clients 

than can choose the best suitable product. Therefore, all displayed products and HS codes should be 

accompanied with a short general description of the product and it features. The data from the verification 

process can be used as input for the HS code accompanied with a short description of the product. 

A small information guideline will be available for clients. This guideline explains how the tool works, and 

gives extra information on how to classify difficult, compound products.  
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A User Interface is needed to keep the tool up to date and to monitor all classifications.  Administrators 

should be able to see all previous classifications. The administrator should also be able to adjust, remove 

or add any of the categories and/or subcategories. It should be able to change and add HS codes to 

different products and add new lines with new products which have never been classified before. The 

administrator should be able to add, change, and remove product descriptions corresponding to HS codes. 

The historical data form the verification tool and possibly other database with product descriptions and 

HS codes can be used for comparing the outcome of the tool with previous classified products.  

The main platform of the tool should be user friendly, and easy of handling. Clients may not lose too much 

time selecting all categories, otherwise they might get back to do the classification on their acquainted 

way. Besides, when providing an overview of possible products with HS codes, this list should be well 

structured.  A track history of all client selections and product descriptions must be captured. This in order 

to improve the tool and look at the accuracy of the tool. In the future, this track history might be the basis 

for providing a more client specific tool, in which previous classified products are presented for the client. 

Looking at prioritization of these requirements, it is indicated that for clients finding the correct HS code 

is the most important requirement.  
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6.2. Prototype HS Classification Tool 
In the next section the prototype of the HS classification tool is presented. The tool and its features will 

be explained, and a user manual is presented. The tool will both be used internally (by employees of the 

company) as externally (by clients). Employees can use the tool when verifying HS codes. The tool provides 

a good overview of all available HS codes, and ensures that a certain product can, through categorization, 

easily be matched with a HS code. An employee can log into the tool as Admin. The admin role provides 

the user with extra options. They can add, change, or remove categories, subcategories, products, 

materials and HS codes. If an employee experiences a new product, or finds a better corresponding HS 

code, they can easily adjust this in the tool. Also, they can remove categories or subcategories and 

products, that are, for example, never used in practice, to make the tool more compact and user-friendly. 

Clients should use the tool when they are uncertain about the corresponding HS code to their product. 

The tool should be easy understandable and verifying a HS code should not take too long.  

 

Figure 23. Classification tool 

When clients want to use the classification tool, they should identify their product in one of the main 25 

categories. These categories are as disjunct as possible. In the validation this disjunction will be further 

validated and evaluated. When a client selects one of the main categories, a second tap with 

subcategories appear. The client again selects the subcategory that matches their product description. 

After this selection, either the correct HS code for a product is shown, or a new tab appear. This tap is 
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either a product tap, or a material tap. Again, the client selects the right option. Figure 24 shows the paths 

a client can take. All products will have one, corresponding HS code.  

Figure 25 shows a screenshot from the tool. In this example, the main category is Bicycles & Accessories. 

The subcategory chosen in this example is Parts. The product name is handlebars. The corresponding HS 

code for this product is 8714991099.  

 

Figure 25. Screenshot Classification Tool 

Figure 24. Diagram Classification Tool 
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For the implementation of an automated classification tool based on both cascading down categories and 

a URL verification, several implementation steps must be taken.  

 
At first the database with all the correct HS codes by customs and corresponding URL’s has to be 

implemented in the tool. This will be the main database, which will be the input for matching the inputted 

URL from clients to a correct HS code. First, this database must be updated and cleared. As already 

mentioned, this database contains several similar ASIN’s with different HS codes. All these ASIN’s with 

double HS codes will be thoroughly reviewed. This review will contain searches in database like BTI. 

Companies can always apply for a Binding Tariff Information (BTI). A BTI provides importers with legal 

certainty. That certainty is valuable as it enables the trader to assess their costs as well as to avoid paying 

compliance costs such as the costs of hiring customs agents and lawyers (Naess-Schmidt et al., 2014). It is 

possible to view all currently valid BTI decision in the public BTI database. The decisions are made public 

for transparency reasons, but all confidential information is protected. BTI is however, product specific. 

Therefore, this might be useful in the future, but for now it might be too specific.  

However, the company does not have the inhouse knowledge on artificial intelligence. However, for the 

future, there should be two ways of learning. One would be creating/training to find a specific term in the 

HS codes, the other would be to train to find the core component of a product. It would be easier for 

machine learning because it would be quite a challenge for the machine to use more complex logic when 

trying to determine a HS code, as the logic could be handled elsewhere, where the separate processes 

would yield higher precision. The system should produce a HS code, and then choose if the learning tool 

found a matching term or if not. If not, select the core component one. If both fails, we could have list of 

materials and corresponding HS codes. The idea here is to follow the rule logic of selecting HS codes.  
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7. Validation 
In the validation phase the effects of the implemented solution is assessed. This evaluation may lead to 

the definition of a new business problem and a restart of the problem-solving cycle. The evaluation will 

also identify whether improvements need to be implemented and what can be learnt for the future.   

The evaluation phase will be passed on both comparing pre-test with post-test and based on post-test 

evaluation only. The most frequently used evaluation is the comparison of a pre-test with a post-test. One 

of the objectives of the diagnoses and analysis phases is to determine whether the supposed business 

problem really is a problem. This implies that a well-executed diagnosis and analysis yields the data that 

can later be interpreted as a pre-test, to be compared with the scores on a post-test.  

One of the improvements of the tool could be that if a good gets audited and classified, that the tool 

provides a trail that shows how goods were classified with a logic three that explains why the goods were 

classified that way. Besides common understanding for the client on how the goods are classified, so that 

in the future they can improve their HS classification process, the trail creates more benefits. In the e-

commerce business, where custom authorities operate, an audit trail and proof of verifications 

demonstrates “good faith” and means that even if a declared good was misclassified, the company can 

get credits for exercising diligence, likely to avoid any severe penalty. This explanation of how the 

company came to an conclusion is In contrast with many other companies and importers, who have no 

ability to explain why they classified goods as they did (Banker, 2017).  

7.1. Validation Development Step 1 
The prototype of the HS classification tool will be validated. This will both be done in order to validate 

that all the products contain the correct HS code, that the tool contains all categories and subcategories, 

and that the tool will be time saving when used. All categories should be disjunct and present, and all 

products should be easily found by categorization.  

Validation will be done by either comparing the tool and the results with customs feedback reports, and 

with the data generated by HS codes verification reviews. A large part of all declarations is reviewed, in 

which HS codes are checked. The HS classification tool can be used to speed up this verification process.   

The current HS verification process carried out by employees of the company has several steps. All 

products/shipments that needs verification will appear. This includes the description of the client, a photo 

taken by the warehouse team, the URL added by the client (mostly Amazon), the quantity, the HS code, 

and the duty percentage. The employee views the photo taken by the warehouse team and compares this 
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photo with the suggested URL by the client. The photo is always leading when determining the HS code 

of a product. Together with the product description, the photo and the URL, the employee decides if the 

suggested HS code by the client is correct. This decision is based on experience and based on some 

handlings. These handlings include searching in historical data, searching in the database of Company X, 

and searching on website and databases such as the Binding Tarif Information (BTI), the Tarif 

Nomenclature of Customs, etc. The HS classification tool should replace all these handlings and should 

provide the employee a guideline in order to reach to the correct HS code with less handlings.  

In the validation phase, both a HS code correctness check and a time-based validation will be carried out. 

The correctness of the tool and its HS codes is checked by investigating several custom corrections. These 

customs corrections show a product, the HS code provided by the company, and the HS code to which it 

was corrected by customs. We assume that the last, corrected by customs HS code is the correct one 

when validating the tool. The time-based validation will investigate if, the usage of the tool reduces the 

time an employee must spend on validating HS codes. The tool should replace some of the searching done 

when the HS code or product is out of reach of the employees’ knowledge and experience. When the 

employee has enough knowledge about the product and the HS code, the tool is only used for validating 

the employee’s knowledge.   

7.2. Validation Custom Corrections 
The first validation step is elaborated in this paragraph. In this validation step, we validate the correctness 

of the HS cods provided by the HS classification tool. Customs regularly inspects declaration of the 

company. During this inspection, they focus on several aspects. One of these aspects is the correctness of 

the provided HS code. If the provided HS code is not correct, customs provide the correct HS code and 

duty tariff. These corrections are generated and used in order to verify the correctness of the HS 

classification tool. Incorrectly classifying with wrong HS codes can lead to non-compliance penalties, 

border delays, seizure of the products and in the end even a denial of import privileges. At the company, 

in total, customs corrected 1459 HS codes in the last six months. As already mentioned in the analysis of 

this master thesis, most of the time (65.7%) the HS code correction lead to a higher duty tariff. If clients 

make use of the tool, they do not just randomly select a HS code with a lower duty tariff, but the use the 

tool as a guideline to come to a correct HS code. In the future, if the clients provide a HS code that is not 

matching with the tool, penalties to the client can be implemented. This will stimulate them to make use 

of the HS classification tool.  The tool should be used by clients in order to reduce this amount of customs 

corrections. This will eventually lead to less controls, and less delays.  
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In the next paragraphs I will elaborate some of the customs corrections that were validated. These 

corrections are used in order to validate the tool and see if the tool can provide the correct HS code when 

the client does not provide the correct HS code. In figure 26 we see a product, in this case a bicycle light, 

which was declared by the client.  

The HS code provided was 9405500090. After customs corrections, this HS code changed to 9505900000. 

This shows that the bicycle light was totally classified in a different chapter. Chapter 94 is the chapter with 

header Furniture, Bedding, mattresses, mattress supports, cushions and similar furnishing; lamps and 

lighting fittings, not elsewhere specified or included; illuminated signs, illuminated name-plates and the 

like; prefabricated buildings, where chapter 95 is the chapter with header Toys, games and sport 

requisites; parts and accessories thereof. The client indicates that a bicycle light is a light, and therefore 

classified it as a product belonging to chapter 94. However, customs indicate that a bicycle light is a sport 

requisite therefore belonging in chapter 95. When client make use of the tool, the do not have to deal 

with this issue anymore. The tool should provide the correct HS code. As already mentioned in the analysis 

of this master thesis, from the 1459 correct HS codes by customs, 563 where classified in the wrong 

chapter. This indicates that for clients selecting the right chapter is already a challenge. The tool should 

replace this challenge, and let clients selecting the right category. These categories are more focused on 

the customer and their products, as opposed to customs correction chapters, which are often 

cumbersome, long and unclear. 

 

 

 

Figure 26. HS custom correction 
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In the above example the duty tariff did not change. When validating this product, the HS classification 

tool classified a bicycle light with the same HS code as customs did, as you can see in figure 27. In the 

future, if customers and employees would use the tool, the declared HS code when declaring a bicycle 

light would match with customs. In this case, the HS classification tool would provide a better matching 

HS code for clients than they provided themselves. In this situation, if the client used the tool in order to 

classify their product, the customs correction, and the corresponding delay and paperwork was 

unnecessary and not needed.  

Figure 27. Classification of a Bicycle Light in the classification tool.  

Other products which were validated variated from gaming headsets, string lights, baby buggy and more. 

In total 60 custom corrections where validated. From those 60 corrections, the HS classification tool would 

have displayed 47 (78,3%) times the same HS code as the customs correct HS code. In 5 cases, the product 

was not identified or found in the HS classification tool. In the other 8 cases, the HS classification tool 

displayed a HS code different than the custom corrected code. In the future, the tool and the HS codes 

can be adjusted, so that the next time these products are classified according to custom corrections. In 

appendix 4 all the validated cases are shown. This appendix shows the product and the HS code that was 

provided by custom corrections. It also shows the URL belonging to the product.  
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One issue occurred when validating the gaming headset. This was since I received two customs corrections 

on a gaming headset, in which they provided two different correct HS codes (see figure 28). This will 

always be one of the remaining issues, as already mentioned in chapter 4.7. In order to validate the tool 

further, more custom corrections should be investigated and validated. This will increase the correctness 

of the tool and its HS codes. What is useful in the tool is the fact that the administrator can adjust HS 

codes. If in the future the tool provided a HS code that does not match with custom corrections, the HS 

code can be adjusted to the correct HS code. This will create a tool that is even more precise and correct. 

Next time, if the client wants to declare the same product, the correct HS code is provided, and will match 

with customs authorities. Constant updating and improving the tool with correct HS codes is momentous.  

Both for keeping the tool up to date as keeping the tool as good and correct as possible.  

7.3. Validation Time-Savings 
Not only the correctness will be validated, but we will also look if the tool can be timesaving for employees 

when verification HS codes. In the future, when the tool is fully operating, 100% valid and correct, and 

clients know how to use the tool, this HS verification process might no longer be necessary. It is of 

importance to see whether it is possible to implement this HS classification tool as early as possible in the 

e-commerce chain, preferably at the clients. If In the future the clients provide more correct HS code, both 

the HS code verification is no longer needed or less expanded and less work, and it will lead to a decrease 

in customs corrections, which will also reduce the workload of the employees dealing with these customs 

corrections.   

The average HS codes that must be validated weekly is around the 200/250. As can be seen in table 21, 

using the tool saves some time. In total 248 HS codes reviews were done, spread over 5 days. The total 

time it took, when applying the current situation was 130,58 minutes, while using the tool it took 122,98  

minutes. Note that, if an experienced employee carries out the classification, the tool is only useful when 

HS codes are difficult or unknown. The table indicates that using the tool might save time. Another 

Figure 28. Two Gaming Headset custom corrections, different HS codes 
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advantage of the tool is that, if a product is found, it only displays one correct HS code, instead of the 

current situation where an employee might experience more HS codes for one product and must choose 

the ‘best suitable’ one. As the tool will be used more often, so that employees get experience with it and 

get used to it, the time of the HS verification using the tool might reduce even more. This learning curve 

can lead to an even larger decrease of time spent on HS verification.  

Table 21. Time current situation and time classification tool 

In the future, the tool should also be validated by clients. However, these clients are mainly Chinese, and 

the tool is currently only available in English. The feedback of clients should later be implemented and 

used in order to update the tool. It might be useful to provide some sort of suggestion of alternate sub-

categories to the client and then maybe allow jumping between "branches" in the decision tree if a 

category might have multiple parents and should the client decide that other parent categories might be 

a better fit. Besides, featured product also changes almost every day. Therefore, it is of importance that 

the tool will be updated and adjusted regularly. Updating the tool should also be necessary in order to 

flush out thin or duplicate content, to make the tool more uncluttered.  

Important to notice in this validation is the learning-curve. When both employees and clients learn how 

the tool works, and know the ins and outs of the tool, finding the correct HS codes should become more 

and more easy. This makes the process quicker, and less sensitive for mistakes.  

 

 

 

 

 Number of Reviews Time current situation (min) Time Classification tool (min) 

Day 1 48 27,40  24,39 

Day 2 51 27,89 27,61 

Day 3 52 26,88 23,98 

Day 4 41 19,86 20,01 

Day 5 56 28,55 26,99 

Total 248 130,58 122,98 
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7.4. Conclusion 
Ideally all three steps will be carried out together at the same time. If all three steps provide the same HS 

code, the system will put out one HS code, which the client can use. However, if the outcome of the steps 

deviates from each other, action must be undertaken. In the future, an experiment will be set up in which 

we can test all three steps. Therefore, if the HS outcomes of the tool are not exclusive, still a well-

considered decision on the correct HS code can be made. This experiment shall consider that If the product 

is new, we focus on algorithm learning. If the product is classified before, we look at the historical data. 

This data is verified, also by custom authorities and we therefore may assume it is correct.  
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8. Conclusion 
In this chapter we summarize the findings and we discuss the research questions as stated in section 1.2. 

We provide recommendations based on this master thesis, and we also discuss the limitations of this 

study that should be considered. These limitations will be supported up by future research possibilities.  

8.1. Conclusion Research Questions 
Sub question 1: How can the automated classification process be described and what are the criteria for a 

successful HS classification process? 

Chapter 3 focusses on the identification of major causes of the problem. We split the diagnosis and 

analysis process into distinct steps. In the diagnosis the problem and its context were described, where in 

the analyses the causes and consequences were analyzed. First the general process regarding HS 

classification is explained, and a description of the current classification process is given, identifying its 

current flaws and mistakes. From these flaws and mistakes, several risk categories were identified. The 

automated classification process is generally a heterogenous process.  

Sub question 2: How can you determine and specify an automated classification tool? 

In chapter 5 the solution design of the tool is specified. In this chapter the focus shifts towards designing 

a solution to the problem. In order words designing and specifying an automated HS classification tool for 

clients use. First a method for verification of categories is presented. After this the hierarchical taxonomy 

is explained. In section 5.3 the three development steps are described. The process is approached form a 

client perspective. The client must to select one of the main 25 categories. When they select a category, 

several subcategories, accompanied to the main category, appear. The client cascades down until they 

found their product with corresponding HS code. 

Sub question 3: Can we design and specify an automated HS classification tool based on artificial 

intelligence, and how feasible is this solution?  

After the tool is specified, the link between an automated classification tool and the use of text data 

mining is investigated. For future use, the tool should be based on artificial intelligence and machine-

based learning. In this master thesis this implementation is examined and elaborated. The last step is 

building a tool using specialized domain knowledge and artificial intelligence technologies. Those 

technologies include natural language processing and information retrieval. The reason to include artificial 

intelligence lays in the fact that Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in supply chain technology 

has become a hot topic in the last years (Banker, 2017). An algorithm based on machine learning that 
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solves the task of categorization must develop a deep understanding for what the product is. After this, 

the algorithm must determine with taxonomy is most appropriate. However, as already mentioned, the 

inhouse knowledge is not adequate to implement this. The 3rd development steps is designed and 

specified and can be implemented in the future. So, text datamining can be used for the automated 

classification process. However, bad product descriptions will have influence on the quality of the data 

and so on the quality of the tool. Therefore, either the client can only fill out pre-approved product 

descriptions, but this also has to get implemented in the tool, or the historical data has to be reverified, 

where bad product descriptions will be rewritten, and clients will be pushed in order to write better 

product descriptions, which can be used for the machine based learning / text data mining 

Sub question 4: How can we validate the classification tool in order to determine the success of the 

implementation? 

Validation of the tool is both done internally by employees, as externally by clients. The validation of the 

categories was mainly done by analyzing categorization from Amazon, eBay and other e-commerce 

retailers. After this analysis, a selection, based on employee experience and historical data, of the 

categories was made. These categories are also validated when validating the classification tool. The 

validation is based on historical data form customs correction with correct HS codes and based on data 

from the verification tool. The main validation was a custom corrections validation and  a time-based 

validation. After validating the tool, we concluded that the tool might be timesaving for an employee 

when verifying HS codes. Instead of doing research themselves, employees can use the tool to verify HS 

codes. If all HS codes in the tool are correct, the HS code verification will also be more congruent. 

To conclude, we summarize the main benefits from the tool. At first, it should simplify administrative 

processes for employees. The tool can be adjusted by employees in order to respond on changes in the 

cross-border e-commerce environment. It also creates more congruency among HS code verification. It 

should help clients selecting the correct HS code, reducing the issue of choosing wrong HS codes or codes 

with lower duty values. The process can also be used in order to show customs that the company is taking 

the HS code verification and validation serious, which might lead to less custom controls, and so less 

delays and fines (Ta et al., 2009).  
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8.2. Limitations and Future Research 
A classification system and automated HS classification tool based on a hierarchical product classification 

framework always provides certain deficiencies. Ideally, a product is typically listed in one category, 

although after revision of the tool we noticed that it is also possible that the product might be suitable for 

multiple categories by nature. The company is operating in a very large and complex hierarchical 

taxonomy in which the main categories almost cover all the products in the world. However, we cannot 

guarantee that all the main categories are mutually exclusive with each other.  

In development step 3 we proposed a tool based on artificial intelligence and machine-based learning. 

When starting with implementing a tool based on machine-based learning, (historical) data is of huge 

importance. Poor data quality is enemy number one to the widespread, profitable use of machine learning 

(Redman, 2018). Therefore, it is of importance to clarify the objectives and assess whether the company 

has the right data to support the objectives. As already mentioned, clients make use of bad product 

descriptions when submitting their declarations. Only in the last few months, these bad product 

descriptions are reviewed, and if needed rewritten. Therefore, the historical data the company have might 

not be suitable for machine-based learning. However, since the company is now monitoring the product 

descriptions, the data might be suitable for a future implementation of an automated classification tool 

based on machine-based learning. Pre-approved descriptions could be a solution to solve the bad product 

descriptions of client, where each pre-approved description would be linked to the proper HS code. This 

would drastically improve the classification process. This could be a valid intermediate solution until 

clients provide a suitable product description.  

Another interesting topic for future research is declarations via a new separated automated tool called 

VENUE. VENUE-authorized companies can submit a pre-declaration leaving out one or more details, such 

as the HS codes, and goods valued at €22 or less require no supplementary declaration. This will speed up 

the process as generating HS codes can be time consuming. Now custom authorities are not providing a 

VENUE license for the company. However, the company is on speaking terms with customs about a 

license, and compelling to the rules of customs can speed up this process. This so called ‘trusted trade 

lane’ is both an advantage for the company and for customs, reducing administrative time and costs.  

One of the limitations of this master thesis, which might need future research is the fact that the machine-

based learning algorithm is only based on text classifications. Classifiers that rely exclusively on text suffer 

from the following problems: Overlapping text across categories, short undescriptive texts, and/or 

discrepancy in vocabulary usage (Kannan, Pratim Talukdar, Rasiwasia, & Ke, 2011).  By using a hybrid 
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approach, combining several algorithms to deal with the text and image data, an increase in classification 

performance can be achieved (Bonnett, 2016). Besides, product descriptions should always be of your 

own. Using manufacturers lifeless, repetitive descriptions is not recommended (Ayyar, 2016).  

Another limitation of this master thesis is based on language barriers. The main language in the e-

commerce will be English. However, the company is operating in an environment with especially Chinese 

customers. Where Chinese customers are reluctant doing business in Europe because of language 

barriers, there might be an opportunity for the automated classification tool. This multilingualism of the 

tool could create opportunities on the Chinese market. Currently, the tool only supports English. An 

extension to further languages might be a prerequisite for open and flexible e-commerce in the future.  

An additional limitation can be found regarding the fact that the cross-border e-commerce business is a 

fast-moving environment. In order to be able to operate in a fast-moving environment, controls must be 

quick, effective and based on modern risk management techniques in order not to disrupt trade flows in 

a fast-moving economy (Richards, 2017). By doing effective HS controls, avoiding unnecessary delays or 

cost for the company can be achieved. These effective controls can be done through close co-operations 

with business, particularly when it comes to exchange information and by use of modern IT techniques 

and tools. In the future, this might create valuable opportunities for the future.   
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10. Appendix  
 

Appendix 1. Original HS codes and chapters with mistakes 

HS first 2 digits original 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 30 3 ,5 ,5 ,5 

33 12 2,1 2,1 2,7 

34 3 ,5 ,5 3,2 

39 33 5,9 5,9 9,1 

40 37 6,6 6,6 15,6 

42 47 8,3 8,3 24,0 

44 5 ,9 ,9 24,9 

48 7 1,2 1,2 26,1 

49 3 ,5 ,5 26,6 

52 1 ,2 ,2 26,8 

56 1 ,2 ,2 27,0 

57 1 ,2 ,2 27,2 

58 2 ,4 ,4 27,5 

59 1 ,2 ,2 27,7 

61 14 2,5 2,5 30,2 

62 3 ,5 ,5 30,7 

63 2 ,4 ,4 31,1 

65 1 ,2 ,2 31,3 

66 1 ,2 ,2 31,4 

68 13 2,3 2,3 33,7 

70 3 ,5 ,5 34,3 

71 1 ,2 ,2 34,5 

73 26 4,6 4,6 39,1 

74 2 ,4 ,4 39,4 

76 1 ,2 ,2 39,6 

82 6 1,1 1,1 40,7 

83 8 1,4 1,4 42,1 

84 41 7,3 7,3 49,4 

85 131 23,3 23,3 72,6 

87 2 ,4 ,4 73,0 
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90 63 11,2 11,2 84,2 

91 2 ,4 ,4 84,5 

92 2 ,4 ,4 84,9 

94 24 4,3 4,3 89,2 

95 43 7,6 7,6 96,8 

96 18 3,2 3,2 100,0 

Total 563 100,0 100,0  

 

 

 

 

HS first 2 digits corrected 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 24 3 ,5 ,5 ,5 

30 1 ,2 ,2 ,7 

32 2 ,4 ,4 1,1 

33 1 ,2 ,2 1,2 

34 1 ,2 ,2 1,4 

35 1 ,2 ,2 1,6 

38 1 ,2 ,2 1,8 

39 85 15,1 15,1 16,9 

40 3 ,5 ,5 17,4 

42 21 3,7 3,7 21,1 

44 2 ,4 ,4 21,5 

51 1 ,2 ,2 21,7 

56 1 ,2 ,2 21,8 

57 1 ,2 ,2 22,0 

61 9 1,6 1,6 23,6 

62 14 2,5 2,5 26,1 

63 43 7,6 7,6 33,7 

64 7 1,2 1,2 35,0 

65 3 ,5 ,5 35,5 

66 1 ,2 ,2 35,7 

67 1 ,2 ,2 35,9 

69 1 ,2 ,2 36,1 

70 6 1,1 1,1 37,1 



87 
 

71 3 ,5 ,5 37,7 

73 10 1,8 1,8 39,4 

76 1 ,2 ,2 39,6 

82 19 3,4 3,4 43,0 

83 7 1,2 1,2 44,2 

84 28 5,0 5,0 49,2 

85 107 19,0 19,0 68,2 

87 2 ,4 ,4 68,6 

89 1 ,2 ,2 68,7 

90 13 2,3 2,3 71,0 

91 5 ,9 ,9 71,9 

92 3 ,5 ,5 72,5 

94 114 20,2 20,2 92,7 

95 25 4,4 4,4 97,2 

96 16 2,8 2,8 100,0 

Total 563 100,0 100,0  
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Appendix 2. Categories Amazon Europe 
 

Categorization Department United Kingdom 

Apparel Industrial Pet Supplies 

Appliances Jewelry Shoes 

Automotive Kindle Store Software 

Baby Lighting Sporting Goods 

Books Luggage Tools 

Classical Mobile Apps Toys 

DVD MP3Downloads Unbox Video 

Gift Cards Music VHS 

Grocery Musical Instruments Video Games 

Handmade Office Products Watches 

Health Personal Care PC Hardware  

 

Categorization Department Germany 

Apparel Industrial PC Hardware 

Appliances Jewelry Pet Supplies 

Automotive Kindle Store Photo 

Baby Kitchen Shoes 

Books Lighting Software 

DVD Luggage Sporting Goods 

Foreign Books Magazines Tools 

Gift Cards Mobile Apps Toys 

Grocery MP3Downloads Unbox Video 

Handmade Music Video Games 

Health Personal Care Musical Instruments Watches 

Home Garden Office Products 

 

Categorization Department Spain 

Apparel Industrial Musical Instruments 

Automotive Jewelry Office Products 

Baby Kindle Store PC Hardware 

Beauty Kitchen Shoes 

Books Lawn and Garden Software 

DVD Lighting Sporting Goods 

Foreign Books Luggage Tools 

Gift Cards Mobile Apps Toys 

Grocery MP3Downloads Video Games 

Handmade Music Watches 

Health Personal Care 
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Categorization Department France 

Apparel Health Personal Care Music 

Appliances Home Improvement Musical Instruments 

Baby Industrial Office Products 

Beauty Jewelry PC Hardware 

Books Kindle Store Pet Supplies 

DVD Kitchen Shoes 

Electronics Lawn and Garden Software 

Foreign Books Lighting Sporting Goods 

Gift Cards Luggage Video Games 

Grocery Mobile Apps Watches 

Handmade MP3Downloads 

 

Categorization Department Italy 

Apparel Handmade Musical Instruments 

Automotive Health Personal Care Office Products 

Baby Industrial PC Hardware 

Beauty Jewelry Shoes 

Books Kindle Store Software 

DVD Kitchen Sporting Goods 

Electronics Lighting Tools 

Foreign Books Luggage Toys 

Garden Mobile Apps Video Games 

Gift Cards MP3Downloads Watches 

Grocery Music 
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Appendix 3. Categories and their subcategories 
Category Art & Craft Baby & Nursery Baby & Nursery 

(cont.) 
Bags & 
Accessories 

Bicycles & 
Accessories 

Camping 
Equipment  

Subcategory Crochet Air Humidifier Feeding Bottle Accessories Accessories Radio 

 Knitting Baby Bath Fire Guard Bags Bicycle  Air Pump 

 Modelling Baby Seat Nappies Belts Parts Butane 

 Painting Baby Carrier Nappy Stacker Cases Tricycle Carabiner 

 Sewing Baby Monitor Play Gym Glasses Unicycle Cooking 

  Baby Walker Play Pen Hair Accessories  Coolbox 

  Basket Stand Playmat Jewellery  Folding 

  Bed Guard Potty Travel 
Accessories 

 Hammock 

Bottle Warmer Pram Headlamp 

  Breast Pump Pushchair Watches  Ice/Freeze Pack 

  Carriage Pushchair 
Accessories 

  Inflatable Mattress 

Car Seat Lantern 

  Carry/Travel Cot Safety Gate   Life Jacket 

Changing Mat Steam Vaporizer Tent 

Blanket Not 
Electronic 

Stroller Torch 

Thermometer 

  Cot Weaving Bowls & 
Spoons 

  Trekking Pole 

Baby Mobile Vacuum Flask 

Category Clothing Electrical Electrical (cont.) Engines &    
Engine Parts 

Festive & Party Fixings & Fasteners 

Subcategory Hats Automotive Plugs & Sockets Engines - 
Compression 

Festive Anchors 

Battery Printed Circuits Bolt 

 Women’s 
Dresses 

Cable Relays Engines – 
Reaction Engine 

Party Clips 

Capacitor Resistors Drawing Pins 

 Headband Circuit Breakers Semiconductors Engine –      
Spark Ignition 

 Nails 

Connectors Switches Needles & Pins 

 Shawl/Scarf Consumer Units Semiconductors Engine -    Steam 
Engine 

 Nuts 
Rivets Control Apparatus Tapes 

 Women 
Shirts 

Fans Testing 
Equipment  

Engine/Motor -
Hydraulic 

 Screws 
Tacks 

Fuses Transformers 

 Men’s 
Clothes 

Integrated Circuits Devices Engine/Motors - 
Pneumatic 

 Washers 

Category Footwear Furniture Garden, Lawn & 
DIY 

Garden, Lawn 
& DIY (cont.) 

General Parts/ 
Equipment 

General Parts/ 
Equipment (cont.) 

Subcategory Accessories Bathroom Access & Storage Garden 
Watering 

Air Conditioning 
Equipment 

Refrigeration’s 

 Boot Bedroom Automotive Gardening 
Accessories 

Bearing Housings Seals & Gaskets 

 Sandal Dining Room Building 
Equipment 

Health, Safety, 
Security 

Compressor Parts Transmission Belt 

 Shoe Garden & 
Outdoor 

Chains Hose & Hose 
Fittings 

Compressors Transmission Shafts 

 Slipper Kitchen Doors & Windows Measuring Engine Parts Tires 

 Sports Living Room Electrical Painting & 
Decorating 

Filters Valves  

Hose 

  Mattresses Garden Cooking Storage Lifting & Pulling Windscreens 

  Office Garden Heating Test Equipment Lifting Machines  

   Landscaping Twine Mirrors  

   Garden Tools Welding Pumps  
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Category Health & 
Personal 
Care 

Health & 
Personal Care 
(cont.) 

Home & Kitchen Lightning Motor Vehicle 
Spare Parts 

Musical 
Instruments 

Subcategory Bath & 
Shower 

Mobility Aids Household Bulbs & Lamps Axle Parts Accordion  

Bagpipes 

 Beard Oil & 
Wax 

Moustache Oil Household 
Electrical 

Electric Bodywork Bandoneon 

 Brushes & 
Combs 

Blackhead 
removal mask 

Kitchenware Non – Electric Brake Parts Brass wind  

 Dental Other Tableware Parts Clutch Parts Clavichord 

 Electrical  Perfume & 
Fragrance 

Machinery & 
Mechanical 
Equipment 
 

Shades Exhaust Electric 

Exhaust 
Gearboxes 

Harmonica 

Harmonium 

 
 

Essential Oil Room Fragrance   Gearboxes Harpsichord 

First Aid Sexual Health Instrumentation Mouth Organ 

Footcare  Ironmongery Musette 

 
 

Hair 
Removal 

Shaving  
 

 
 

Miscellaneous 
Radiator 

Ocarina  

Parts & Accessories 

  
Haircare 

Skincare   Signs & Plates Percussion  

Piano 

  
Make-up 

Wash/Toilet Bag   Suspension 
 

Pipe Organ 

Spinet  

  
Manicure & 
Pedicure 

Essential Oil Set   Wheel & Wheel 
Parts 

Stringed 

Woodwind 

Category Pet 
Products 

Photography & 
Technology 

Sanitaryware Sport, Fitness 
& Outdoors 

Stationary Toys and Games 

Subcategory Aquatic Binoculars Accessories Aerobics Adhesive & Tapes Dolls 

 Cat Camera 
Accessories 

Bathroom Athletics Books & Pads Educational 

Badminton  Electronic Toys 

Baseball 

 
 

Dog Cameras Bathroom 
Fittings 

Basketball Books & Pads 
Clips & Fasteners 

Games 

Bowls  Models 

 General Digital Video Furniture Boxing Crayons Non-Human Figures 

 Grooming Electronic 
Cigarette 

Shower Camping Machines Other 

Cricket  

 
 

Horse Hand Fan Shower 
Taps 

Darts Machines 
 

Outdoor 

Fishing Playsets 

 
 

Reptile Magnifying Glass Taps 
 

Fitness  Marking & 
Drawing 

Puzzle 

Football Remote Control 

 
 

Small 
Animal 

Mobile Phone 
3G/4G 

Camping Golf Other Rocking Horse 

Hockey Painting & 
Drawing 

Sport Toys 

Outdoor Games 

  Monocular  Racquetball Paper Products Train Sets 

  Phones & 
Accessories 

 Rugby Pencils Video Games 

Shooting 

  Power bank  Skating Pens Weapons 

  Telescope  Skiing Printer Products Wheeled Toys 

  Virtual Reality 
(VR) 

 Snooker & Pool Storage  

Squash 

    Swimming   

    Table Tennis   

    Tennis   
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